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ABSTRACT
INTUITION AND ITS IMPACT ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS SUCCESS
by
Robecca L. Quammen
The concept of Intuition is not new to management and behavioral sciences.
However, defining Intuition has been anything but intuitive even in these heavily studied
domains. This research seeks to expand current Intuition research into the information
systems (IS) domain. Given the velocity of change in contemporary IS, researchers and
practitioners are seeking richer explanations and success measurements to better
understand and promote effective use of IS. A preliminary content analysis of select
proceedings from the Americas Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS), designed
to assess the investigation and interest in the concept of Intuition as a contemporary IS
research topic, suggests this topic is relevant to IS. This research introduces IS Intuition
as a mediating variable impacting IS Success. Healthcare IS provides the context for this
study although the results are anticipated to be generalizable to other IS contexts.
Quantitative results from a survey found the mediating impact of human intuition
to be less significant than originally hoped. However, qualitative results from a followon survey of healthcare executives, managers and IS consultants illustrate 62% of
respondents believe Intuition impacts IS success and EHR adoption. Additionally, a
growing body of research since this study began provides strong empirical guidance that
intuition can be challenging to measure as with the common self-report measures.
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Studies indicate experimentation and other Neuro-based methods may be better
suited to aid in measurement of intuition. Thus, further investigation through other
epistemologies to determine the impact of intuition on IS success is warranted.
Keywords: Intuition, IS success, content analysis, cognition, healthcare, electronic health
records, mixed methods, critical realism, qualitative, Neuro-imaging
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Given the velocity of change in contemporary information systems (IS),
researchers and practitioners are seeking richer explanations and success measurements
approaches beyond the frequently-cited IS Success Model (DeLone & McLean, 2003;
Stacie Petter, DeLone, & McLean, 2013). The expansion of IS into virtually every aspect
of our personal and professional lives brings into question methods to enhance IS
adoption and use (Andriole, 2012; Burton-Jones & Gallivan, 2007; Stacie Petter et al.,
2013). Central to successful navigation through these emerging IS issues is a deeper
understanding of ways in which individuals cognitively respond when interacting with IS
(D. Compeau, Higgins, & Huff, 1999; Hodgkinson & Langan-Fox, 2008; Sedig, 2013).
Intuition is one such cognitive process that offers explanations for human response to
situations and stimuli (Allinson & Hayes, 1996). The extensive and diverse body of
Intuition research includes topics such as strategic decision-making (Agor, 1985; Khatri,
2000; Oluwabusuyi, 2011), heuristic response (Eisenhardt, 1989; Epstein, Pacini, &
Denes-Raj, 1996), and pressure or time sensitive decision-making (A. L. Blackler &
Hurtlienne, 2007; A. Blackler, Popovica, & Maharb, 2010; Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996).
These Intuition-oriented research topics were found to be transferable to IS success
research and are explored in greater depth in subsequent sections of this manuscript.
Defining Intuition is anything but intuitive (Hodgkinson & Langan-Fox, 2008).
The concept of Intuition suffers from a lack common definition, clarity, and empirical
validation in academic research (A. L. Blackler & Hurtlienne, 2007; Crossan, Lane, &
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White, 1999; Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996). As our understanding of the mind increases
with scientific research and advancing technologies, we are reminded of the attributes of
higher cognition that include Intuition: the mind, Intuition, perception, imagination,
personality, and thoughts (Perlovsky, 2013). Unfortunately, in general these attributes
are not easily conceived of or measured, and in particular, Intuition is not easily defined
or commonly understood related to IS success and use (A. L. Blackler & Hurtlienne,
2007). While Intuition has been elusive and oftentimes controversial to define in the
behavioral sciences and management disciplines, there is broad acknowledgment that its
presence cannot be ignored as a crucial and impactful cognitive process (Elbanna, Child,
& Dayan, 2013; Epstein et al., 1996; Haynes, 2003; Kahneman, 2003; Morris, 1967;
Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996). Among the Intuition attributes identified by these scholars
are 1) linkage to translatable experiences, 2) feelings of self-efficacy, and 3) confidence
in actions. Similarly IS success studies have identified user characteristics that appear on
the surface to be closely aligned with these Intuition attributes. In a recent meta-analysis
exploring independent variables impacting the IS Success Model, Petter et al. (2013)
identified several user characteristics that further support alignment with these Intuition
attributes. These IS user characteristics include technology experience, attitudes toward
technology, and self-efficacy.
Research literature provides opportunities to draw rich parallels between Intuition
as a cognitive process and the IS user characteristics previously identified. From
Bandura et al. (1977) we learn that cognitive processes can mediate behavioral change
which is a strong consideration in user attitudes toward technology. Secondly, the work
of Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004) informs us that user beliefs and attitudes toward
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technology can change when the user has first-hand and ongoing experiences with IS.
Lastly, the longitudinal work of Compeau et al. (1999), involving individual reactions to
IS, demonstrates the influence of self-efficacy on system usage. In each of these
instances, there is an underlying theme representative of a priori knowledge and the
cognitive processing of that knowledge. This theme is included in what will now be
referred to as IS Intuition.
Nobel laureate, Daniel Kahneman, offers a model that connects knowledge and
cognitive processing. Kahneman’s (2003) representation of three cognitive systems
inclusive of perceptions, Intuition, and reasoning (Figure 1) was used as the basis for
exploring IS Intuition. The model suggests that Intuition and reasoning are separate
cognitive processing styles that are applied consciously or unconsciously (process) based
on context (content). Kahneman characterizes System 1 (Intuition) processing with terms
such as fast, parallel, automatic and effortless. In contrast, System 2 (reasoning) is
portrayed as slow, serial, controlled, and effortful. Further, Kahneman tells us that
cognitive processing is content driven, indicating individual cognitive response (Intuition
or reasoning) may vary based on situational context. Kahneman’s treatment of cognitive
processing is closely aligned with Cognitive-Experiential Self Theory (CEST), also a
dual-processing theory (Epstein et al., 1996), suggesting individuals cognitively function
in both rational-analytical and Intuition-experiential modes. These dual processing
theories further posit that processes occur independent of each other but they also occur
in parallel to create human response to specific, situational circumstances.
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While there are varied schools of thought related to Intuition and cognitive
process, dual process theory represents the current dominant view (Gore & Sadler-Smith,
2011). This notion of dual process cognition applied with Kahneman’s System 1
(Intuition) or System 2 (reasoning) definition suggests IS success could be dependent on
how an individual engages cognitively (process) with the IS within the context (content)
of the situation.
Figure 1. Cognition (Kahneman, 2003)

An illustration of how System 1 and System 2 processing styles may influence the
user characteristics of technology experience, attitudes toward technology and selfefficacy is found in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. System 1 or System 2 Responses Correlated with IS User Characteristics

Intuition is reflected in academic research disciplines ranging from management
(Morris, 1967) and the behavioral sciences (Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996) to more recent
developments in IS and human-computer interaction (A. L. Blackler & Hurtlienne, 2007;
Ross, Marcolin, & Chiasoon, 2012). With acknowledgement that human-computer
interaction is critical to successful IS use (O'Brien, Rogers, & Fisk, 2010) and that
cognitive processing style is unique to each individual (Bandura et al., 1977; D. Compeau
et al., 1999; Epstein, 2003), establishing a clear definition of IS Intuition appears equally
vital to IS success research. Without methods for measurement of Intuition as a
construct, academics and practitioners are left to individual perceptions of Intuition that
cannot be addressed consistently or objectively (Zmud, 1979).
In attempting to define Intuition as a construct impacting IS use; a distinction
emerges between Intuition as an individual human characteristic and intuitiveness as a
characteristic of the system itself. For practitioners, erroneous expectations for
successful use of IS are set in motion when this critical distinction is not clearly
articulated or understood. Systems designers, developers, marketers, and end-users extol
the benefits, ease of implementation, and ease of use when describing systems as intuitive
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(Davis, 1993; Massey, Khatri, & Minas, 2013). Similarly, this description is employed
by end-users to describe desired software and technology attributes. The missing element
in these discussions is the degree to which Intuition impacts the successful use of a
system – regardless of the system’s intuitiveness. Specifically in this work, Intuition is
defined by human attributes that an individual possesses as they approach a system rather
than attributes the system possesses based on its design and usability.
Advancing the work of prior IS success studies, this research tested an expanded
and generalizable IS success model suggesting Intuition is a mediating factor between
previously identified user characteristics and system use. Definition and measurement of
IS Intuition potentially serves both academic research agendas (IS and cognitive process
research) and practitioner agendas (designers, developers, vendors, end users, and
management). This work provides a framework to understand and use Intuition to
facilitate successful use of IS. The following research question (RQ) was explored:
RQ:

How does Intuition impact IS success?

In an effort to better understand the current research direction regarding Intuition
in IS, I conducted a focused content analysis against a lexicon commonly associated with
Intuition. The results 0f this effort are further explained in greater detail in Chapter 2.
Although limited to one IS organization’s body of contemporary proceedings, this
analysis supports the notion that Intuition is distinctly reflected in modern IS literature. It
also reflects the same varied definition and perception of Intuition that is documented
across management, behavioral science, and psychology domains. From the ensuing
review of management and behavioral science domains we learn that there is a rich and
frequently controversial historical perspective regarding Intuition. Presentation of the
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content analysis and a discussion of Intuition in the IS domain follow with subsequent
introduction of IS Intuition as a mediating variable in the conceptual research model.
Given the current social and political climate focused on cost containment,
ubiquitous availability, and safety through use of mandated electronic health records
(HIMSS.org, 2014; Mardon, 2013; Zafar & Sneha, 2012), healthcare presents an
interesting and compelling backdrop to study IS Intuition. While Intuition does not
appear to have been studied specifically in healthcare IS, it is prominent in research
regarding clinical care delivery and especially in nursing literature (Benner & Tanner,
1987; Hams, 2000). It is also represented in healthcare strategic planning (Begun,
Hamilton, & Kaissi, 2005). Romanow et al. (2012) provide an updated analysis of
healthcare IS research from 2004 – 2011 signaling the need for advanced theory in
healthcare IT. It is noteworthy in the context of this paper that many of the article titles
highlight the individual IT user in some way as central to the discussion. Given the focus
on individual acceptance and adoption of technology, Intuition presents a promising
opportunity to further understand human interaction with technology.
As with the introduction of any new construct, IS Intuition was subjected to an
extensive validation study and subsequently tested against the research model to
determine its predictive relationship to IS Success. The healthcare industry provides the
contextual setting in which the proposed model will be tested. Background,
methodology, timeline, and implications for the research follow.

	
  

	
  
	
  

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Intuition Content Analysis
Seeking further justification for this work, an initial exploration was conducted of
emergent research themes related to the term Intuition. This review was executed via an
Internet-based word search for Intuition. The resultant lexicon provided in Table 1
represents terminology found to be commonly associated with or representative of
Intuition. These terms are described in greater detail in Appendix A. It is notable that all
but one of the terms in Table 1 primarily describes attributes of Intuition versus system
intuitiveness. The term tangible is the only term among the list that clearly suggests
physical attributes or system intuitiveness rather than Intuition possessed by individuals.
Table 1. Lexicon Commonly Found in Intuition-Based Research

This lexicon was then used to conduct a content analysis of contemporary IS
research in an effort to discover and document the nature of activity being considered on
the topic of Intuition by IS scholars. The Americas Conference on Information Systems
8	
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(AMCIS) was chosen for this content analysis as it represents one of the leading
conferences on IS research supporting a broad range of IS topics. Given the goal to
assess inclusion of “Intuition” in contemporary IS literature, this review focused only on
years 2011 – 2013. Research derived from these A-level conference papers is believed to
provide a reflection of current IS research (Lowry et al., 2013). The considerable lagtime that exists between submission and publication in major journals presents additional
justification for use of current AMCIS conference proceedings to facilitate preliminary
investigation into the relevance of Intuition in IS research (Knight & Steinbach, 2008).
Table 2 represents the five AMCIS conference tracks chosen for this content
analysis. These five tracks, containing 337 articles, were chosen over other tracks
following review of each track’s topical focus, with emphasis on topics related to use,
success, adoption, and design. The lexicon in Table 1 was applied to each of the 337
articles via a PDF word search. Results indicate 47 of the 337 articles specifically
referenced Intuition. As this content analysis was conducted solely to determine the
recent presence of Intuition as a topic in IS research, a deeper evaluation of its application
in each article was not explored.
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Table 2. AMCIS Tracks Used in Content Analysis

Table 3 provides additional data representing the total word counts by year for the
representative (lexicon) words occurring in the review. The table has been sorted in
descending order, ranking the most frequently occurring words. Additional summary
data in the last two columns represent the number of times the words Intuition and
knowledge appeared with each of the other words. A knowledge column was added
given the high instance of this word in the data analysis. The results of the analysis
indicate extremely high instances of the words knowledge and perceptions in the articles
where the term Intuition is also present. The table also illuminates results indicating the
number of articles in which the words cognition, expertise, and familiarity appeared at
least once with the word Intuition. Appendix B offers a detailed summary of the
associated word counts found in these 47 articles. From this content analysis, there is
indication that Intuition is of interest to IS researchers and practitioners.
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Table 3. Word Occurrences From Select AMCIS 2011 – 2013 Tracks

A brief review of the 47 instances of Intuition:
 60 instances where cognition or knowledge was discussed
o 22 instances in the 47 instances of Intuition where cognition was discussed
o 38 instances in the 47 instances of Intuition where knowledge was
discussed
 19 instances where expertise was discussed
 8 instances where familiarity was discussed.
Of particular note given the impact on systems design, there are only 8 instances
of human computer interface (HCI) that occur in conjunction with the 47 instances of
Intuition. When contrasted with the 42 instances of HCI that appear in conjunction with
the term knowledge, there is possibly a relationship between these two terms that is not
included in the content analysis of this study but may be worthy of future research.
Further, this content analysis may be extended to encompass other leading IS conferences
such as ICIS, HICSS, and DESRIST. Here, the present content analysis offers a look at
trends related to the treatment of Intuition in IS studies.
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IS Success and its Predictive Variables
While Intuition has been challenging to define, its frequent and casual reference
in descriptions of IS technology, software, implementation, and successful use signal a
need for stronger definition. With greater definition and understanding comes the
potential to render IS Intuition a valuable predictive variable in IS Success models. The
DeLone & McLean IS Success Model introduced in 1987 and subsequently revised in
2003 (DeLone & McLean, 1992, 2003) identifies IS Success as a dependent variable
through which the impact and use of IS is measured. Figure 3 illustrates the updated
model.
Figure 3. DeLone & McLean IS Success Model (DeLone & McLean, 2003)
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Historically, IS Success factors have focused primarily on the perceived ease of
use and perceived usefulness as provided in the early Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) (Davis, 1985). Before TAM, researchers had identified personal factors
impacting technology adoption to include decision style (Lucas, 1975) and personality
(Zmud, 1979). Modern research continues exploration of user dispositional factors as
predictors of IS success but with limited advancement of these constructs. Chau et al.
(2002) provides insights and explanations for technology acceptance through
examination of individual use of technology. Other areas of user dispositional research
include: 1) attitude (Yang & Yoo, 2004); 2) self-efficacy (D. Compeau et al., 1999); 3)
usefulness (Yi, Jackson, Park, & Porbst, 2006); 4) cognitive style (Bandura et al., 1977);
and 5) personality (McElroy, Hendrickson, Townsend, & DeMarie, 2007). The work of
Seddon et al., (2007) proposed and tested notable changes to the DeLone & McLean
model suggesting that Usefulness was a better measurement of success when use is
mandatory rather than voluntary. These authors also tested System Importance, as an
additional variable to explain IS Success.
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Each of these previously defined models and constructs focuses on the dependent
variable of IS Success measured in large part by IS adoption and use. Extending beyond
the dependent variable representing IS success, recent research is focused on
specification of the independent variables capable of predicting IS success (Stacie Petter
et al., 2013). The Petter analysis provides additional insights into the antecedents of IS
success with mapping of 43 independent variables into 5 major categories. Among these
5 categories, three of the independent variables defined in User Characteristics provide
the theoretical backing for the independent variables for this paper. These variables
include technology experience, attitude toward technology, and self-efficacy.
Among the previously tested independent variables Intuition, as a cognitive
process, does not appear to have been specifically identified or considered in prior studies
related to IS success. There are indicators of the desire (or need) to connect individual
human-ness (dispositional factors) with machine interaction (human-computer interface)
found in Maier (2012) and McElroy et al. (2007). These two researchers focus on
personality as a dispositional factor in IS use. While McElroy et al. (2007) did not find
evidence of cognitive processing as a primary predictor of IS use, their research does
support the call for greater understanding of personal (human) traits in IS adoption
models. The call for IS theory development by Gregor (2006) further supports the
message that IS represents the intersection of human behavior (i.e., personal dispositional
factors) and knowledge of machines (artifacts). All of these scholars offer compelling
arguments supporting the need to advance the study and development of meaningful
constructs to support IS adoption and use theory.
Dual Process Cognition Theory Applied to IS Success Theory
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Dual process cognition or Cognitive Experiential Self Theory (Epstein et al.,
1996) followed by the work of Kahneman (2003) along with IS success theory (DeLone
& McLean, 2003) provide the theoretical foundation for the conceptual model in Figure
5. The recent work of Petter et al. (2013) provides the academic support for the
independent variables in the proposed IS Success Model. Emerging research surrounding
Intuition as a mediating construct in management provides the inspiration for exploration
of this construct in the IS domain (Elbanna et al., 2013).
The Cognitive-Experiential Self Theory (CEST) (Epstein et al., 1996) suggests
that individuals function cognitively in both rational-analytical and Intuition-experiential
modes. This dual processing theory further posits that while these processes occur
independent of each other they also occur in parallel to create human response to specific,
situational circumstances. While there are varied schools of thought related to Intuition
and cognitive process, the dual process theory represents the current dominant view
(Gore & Sadler-Smith, 2011).
With these complex cognitive requirements comes the need to rely on
combinations and interactions of perception and memory, while also involving an array
of interdependent variables that influence intuitive thinking such as time, mood, and
concurrent activities (Kahneman, 2003). There is significant research examining dualprocess models of decision-making (Alós-Ferrer & Hügelschäfer, 2012; Elbanna et al.,
2013). Cognition studies consistently demonstrate two styles of individual information
processing – intuitive and rational – that have been extensively evaluated and empirically
tested (Epstein et al., 1996; Evans, 2010; Gore & Sadler-Smith, 2011; Kahneman, 2003).
The two processing styles are commonly characterized as intuitive and rational with
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Epstein (1996) labeling them as intuitive-experiential and analytical-rational. Figure 4,
found in Gore et al. (2011) closely aligns with Kahneman’s (2003) dual cognitive process
model documented earlier in Figure 1. Each of these models demonstrates the evolution
of our understanding of cognitive processing styles and provides insights into ways to
measure cognition as a function of Intuition or rational thinking. Dual process theory
forms the basis of my current research into the effects of IS Intuition on IS success. This
research defines and tests Intuition under this dual-process cognitive theory as a
predictive IS success variable.
Figure 4. Conceptual framework. (Gore & Sadler-Smith, 2011)

Defining Intuition
A common theme in Intuition research is that Intuition is challenging to
objectively measure as a construct. Management and behavioral science researchers offer
extensive definitions beyond what is documented for this research (Haynes, 2003;
Hodgkinson & Langan-Fox, 2008; Merleau-Ponty, 1962; Morris, 1967; Shirley &
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Langan-Fox, 1996). Oftentimes Intuition is viewed as simply a “gut-level” response
(Gore & Sadler-Smith, 2011) that is not easily defined or described. There is substantive
suggestion throughout research literature that Intuition is critically important to
understand and yet its meaning, origin, influence, and use are largely mysterious and
frequently ill-defined (Agor, 1985; Alós-Ferrer & Hügelschäfer, 2012; A. Blackler et al.,
2010; Hodgkinson & Langan-Fox, 2008). Most agree that Intuition exists in varying
degrees in all people (Kahneman, 2003; Langan-Fox & Shirley, 2003). Common
descriptions of Intuition include words such as fast, unconscious, sub-conscious,
automatic, without prior thought, effortless, and based on emotion. This is contrasted to
analytical processing, which is considered slower, deliberate, prescriptive, and requiring
justification of beliefs (Alós-Ferrer & Hügelschäfer, 2012; Epstein et al., 1996;
Kahneman, 2003).
The journey to define Intuition in research literature dates back as early as the 19th
century with the writings of Davidson as captured by Turner (2008) and provided in the
following quotation.
“The primary signification [of Intuition] follows the etymology. Intuition literally means
– seeing though the eye, visual perception: and, if we draw a distinction between intueor
in classical usage and its near synonyms […] we should say that in intueor is implied
intentness of observation, rather than bare seeing [...] If, then, we ask at this stage what
Intuition is, we obtain as answer – the apprehension or discerning of a thing actually
present to the eye; and it is distinguished, on the one hand, from the revival of that thing
in memory. . .(Davidson, 1882).
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Surviving the generations, Davidson’s original discussion of Intuition holds
largely true today. Representing the X-axis (what we see) and Y-axis (what we retrieve
from memory), Davidson’s early work establishes a potential framework for
measurement of the degree of Intuition that exists in context of specific circumstances.
Nonetheless, contemporary research continues its struggle to define a consistent and
objectively measurable construct for Intuition (Gore & Sadler-Smith, 2011; Perlovsky,
2013). Advancing Intuition research Sinclair (2010) offers insights aimed at correcting
misconceptions regarding Intuition and the intuitive process. He suggests Intuition is a
more complex, multi-dimensional concept and encourages attention be paid in the
following areas 1) distinction between process and outcome, 2) the role of consciousness
and affect, 3) the dynamics of intuiting in decision making and problem solving, and 4)
the differential use of Intuition in technical and creative settings.
Individual Intuition
The very fact that Intuition happens at an individual level (Crossan et al., 1999, p.
525) and is inherently part of our individual “human-ness” (Haynes, 2003) illuminates
the central issue in defining Intuition as it relates to variables impacting IS success.
Described in Crossan et al. (1999), intuiting at an individual level occurs when
experiences and mental images become metaphors with which an individual can relate to
new circumstances and stimuli. These metaphors, in turn, support continual learning and
intuiting through functions like heuristics, analogy, and habituation. Other research
findings support the fact that Intuition is not easily understood or measured even though
commonly used in lay terms (Langan-Fox & Shirley, 2003; Lankton & Luft, 2008; Pretz
& Sentman, 2007).
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Academic researchers have reached some common ground in the collective
treatment and definition of Intuition; many agree that Intuition is derived from the subconscious level in human beings (A. L. Blackler & Hurtlienne, 2007; Lankton & Luft,
2008; Morris, 1967; Pretz & Sentman, 2007; Rockenstein, 1988; Shirley & Langan-Fox,
1996; Turner, 2008). There remains significant debate, however, on the evaluation,
measurement, and harnessing of Intuition as a tool to support efforts such as product
design, product management, decision-making, and use (Lankton & Luft, 2008; Sinclair,
2010). Describing Intuition as the unconscious use of a priori knowledge, Turner (2008)
indicates it remains unclear how best to measure where and how that knowledge is
derived.
These questions and others have spurred researchers in recent efforts to work to
further define Intuition in a way that that it can be harnessed for use in modern-day
settings (Evans, 2010; Topolinski, 2011). The need for greater understanding and
measurement is further supported by Sedig (2013) in discussions reflecting the emergent
and complex cognitive activities facing us as a society.
Intuition in Psychology and Philosophy Research
There is broad acceptance and common ground in academic research that
Intuition derives from the subconscious level in human beings – the unconscious use of a
priori knowledge (A. L. Blackler & Hurtlienne, 2007; Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996;
Turner, 2008). As such a brief review of psychological and philosophical perspectives
regarding Intuition is helpful to ground us with a working definition of Intuition that can
be used to inform this IS success research. The focus in this section is an introduction to
aid in understanding Intuition, as any other attempt would fall woefully short of adequate
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consideration for this topic.
Interest in mental phenomenon associated with cognitive processing dates back
decades to the Gestalt theorists and the study of the phenomenon of perception. The
Gestalt theory of visual perceptions addresses the cognitive processing surrounding our
perceptions of the whole as it relates to the parts. Naïve physics and common sense
theories refer to the intuitive understanding humans have about the physical world
(Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996)
Haynes (2003) provides a comprehensive discussion on the “human-ness” of
Intuition, defending the creativity that it affords human beings. He challenges the
essential need to treat Intuition and the creativity it affords as something to be cared for
and nurtured. Dreyfus (1996) discusses embodiment and skill acquisition as presented in
Merleau-Ponty’s The Phenomenology of Perception (1962). In this work, Merleau-Ponty
describes conscious life as cognitive and perceptual while surrounded by the “intentional
arc which projects round about us our past, our future, our human setting, our physical,
ideological and moral situation” (1962, p. 136).
Dreyfus summarizes Merleau-Ponty’s representation of embodiment as being
both the innate structures (human body with physical attributes, size, abilities) and the
basic general skills that are amassed through life experiences. To this he correlates the
cultural world we inhabit with skills derived from such. The lens through which our
bodies engage the world around us is then posited to exist in our innate physical (body)
structures, basic general skills (amassed through everyday experiences), and cultural
skills (affordances made with regard to our surroundings).
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Historically there are several views of thought regarding Intuition and intuitive
actions. Cognition researchers generally subscribe to a heuristic view of Intuition versus
a holistic view given heuristics are simpler to measure (Pretz & Sentman, 2007). While
both views of Intuition acknowledge the intuitive process is fast and appears to be
automatic, they differ in explanations of how an Intuition was enabled in the intuitive
process. For cognition researchers the notion of a priori knowledge gained in some way
affords the individual with the ability to respond quickly and intuitively – an inferred
response – driven from heuristics or successively gained knowledge.
Classical views of Intuition contrast with this heuristic view on many levels but
the primary difference is the belief that Intuition is holistic judgment that integrates
information from a variety of sources (Pretz & Sentman, 2007; Shirley & Langan-Fox,
1996). Representative of early Jungian research and Gestalt theories of Intuition, holistic
judgment is qualitatively non-analytical but rather the product of unconscious perceptions
(O'Brien et al., 2010). Further assertions by Pretz & Sentman (2007) distinguish Intuition
(non-transparent source) from analytical processing that can be justified by logical steps
and explanation.
Gestalt theorists have studied the phenomenon of perception since the 1930s
(Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996). The Gestalt theory of visual perceptions addresses the
cognitive processing surrounding our perceptions of the whole as it relates to the parts.
The philosophical treatment of Intuition in the literature dates back to Jung (1959). In
these early works simple physics and common sense theories refer to the intuitive
understanding humans have about their physical world (Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996).
The deep rooted and time tested philosophical and psychological perspectives regarding
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Intuition are provided here in a limited summary primarily to offer a foundation for
understanding Intuition in this context. The effective treatment of Intuition in this
context is purposefully brief, as any other attempt would woefully understate the vastness
of this elusive and controversial topic.
Ardently proclaiming the “human-ness” of Intuition, Haynes (2003) defends the
creativity that it affords human beings. Eloquently describing the unique attributes of
Intuition in this context, Haynes asserts the essential need to treat Intuition with caring
and nurturing. In Dreyfus’ (1998) discussion of the work of Merleau-Ponty, The
Phenomenology of Perception, regarding embodiment and skill acquisition, conscious
life is described as cognitive and perceptual. He describes the concept of the MerleauPonty intentional arc, defining our past, current, and future: paraphrased from the
original as our human, physical, ideological and moral conditions.
Dreyfus further summarizes Merleau-Ponty’s representation of embodiment as
inclusive of innate structures and the basic general skills that are amassed through life
experiences. Innate structures encompass the human body with its physical attributes,
size, and abilities. Basic general skills are those skills attributes, size, abilities that are
gained through everyday life experiences. Another component, the cultural world we
inhabit, and the skills derived from those cultural associations provide an additional lens
through which our bodies engage the world around us. Cultural skills represent the
affordances needed to function successfully and intuitively in specific cultural contexts.
Finding modern-day roots in philosophy, psychology, and management domains
(Agor, 1985; A. Blackler et al., 2010; Dreyfus, 1996; Morris, 1967) Intuition remains
especially challenging to define and measure behaviorally. As suggested in the previous
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paragraphs, Intuition is an introspective human process rather than an attribute of an
object (Gore & Sadler-Smith, 2011; Morris, 1967). Common agreement exists across
Intuition research that the intuitive thinker cannot distinguish between specific actions or
experiences and subsequent response to a given situation as they derive from the
subconscious level of cognitive processing as is documented in the comprehensive
Intuition-based literature review contained in Shirley et al. (1996).
Intuition in Management Research
Discussing the challenges inherent in management decision making Morris (1967)
further describes those challenges when decisions are driven by Intuition rather than
analytics or scientific method. However, Rockenstein (1988) suggests there is growing
acceptance of managers who look beyond the facts and operate effectively on the basis of
their Intuition. More contemporary researchers posit that Intuition will be lost or
significantly diminished in our personal and work lives if society relegates it to a level of
less importance than analytic and scientific decision-making (Haynes, 2003; Shirley &
Langan-Fox, 1996). These researchers assert that Intuition is critically important in the
context of modern-day, fast-paced lives in which society, frequently faced with
uncertainty, is not afforded adequate time to reflect on decisions. At these times,
following “gut” instinct or Intuition is regarded by many as not only necessary, but rather
essential.
Business and professional leaders struggle to define ways in which to manage,
teach, and measure intuitive skill where resulting decisions and actions are not
scientifically or analytically based (O'Brien et al., 2010; Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996). A
significant body of literature is available regarding Intuition in business and management
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relating to the topic of strategic-decision making (Elbanna et al., 2013; Lankton & Luft,
2008; Rockenstein, 1988). Novice to expert learning as outlined in Merleau-Ponty’s
Intentional Arc (1962) has provided the foundation for decades of research related to skill
acquisition, habituation, expertise, and ultimately Intuition (A. L. Blackler & Hurtlienne,
2007; Crossan et al., 1999).
Many researchers express the challenges experienced in describing management
decision-making when the process engaged to the make decision s is intuitive rather than
based on analytics or scientific methods (Haynes, 2003; Scott & Bruce, 1995). Described
as both a self-evident idea, requiring no proof and at the other end of the spectrum a
mystical idea of revelation that defies the power of intellect (Langan-Fox & Shirley,
2003). Among the management studies on Intuition, Rockenstein (1988) suggests there
is growing acceptance for managers using Intuition to look beyond the facts and operate
on the basis of their Intuition. Crossan suggests that there are two types of management
Intuition – expert Intuition that is born of past pattern recognition that is well suited for
exploitation and entrepreneurial Intuition that is oriented to the future possibilities or
discoveries (Crossan et al., 1999). Elbanna et al. (2013) proposed a model in which
Intuition mediates the relationship between decision-specific antecedents (uncertainty and
motivation) and decision disturbance.
Still others suggest that Intuition will be lost if society diminishes the importance
of Intuition in our personal and work lives, while at the same time elevating the
importance of analytical and scientific decision-making king (Haynes, 2003; Shirley &
Langan-Fox, 1996). Intuition is deemed critically important in our work lives given the
daily decisions that must be faced with uncertainty and insufficient time to reflect
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(Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996). It is during these times of uncertainty that following
“gut” instinct or Intuition is essential.
Business and professional leaders struggle to define ways in which to manage,
teach, and measure intuitive skill where resulting decisions and actions are not
scientifically or analytically based (O'Brien et al., 2010; Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996).
The most significant body of literature available regarding Intuition in business and
management relates to the topic of strategic-decision making (Elbanna et al., 2013;
Lankton & Luft, 2008; Rockenstein, 1988). Given rise to the need to deal with dynamic
conditions in business, static management models gave way to an acceptance of Intuition
as a valid construct in management decision-making (Sinclair, 2010). According to
Sinclair this spurred a resurgence of research surrounding Intuition and coupled with
advances in psychological and neuroscience research has provided new theoretical
foundations from which to view Intuition. Sinclair concludes by challenging many of the
preconceived ideas regarding Intuition as being a purely unconscious phenomenon, citing
the need to research distinctions between process versus outcome, and consciousness
versus affect. His works signals a new, and potentially controversial, era of Intuition
study in management research.
Second to strategic decision-making in business, Intuition is also well studied
with regard to the topic of learning. Merleau-Ponty’s Intentional Arc (1962) is the
foundation for decades of research related to novice to expert learning – skill acquisition,
habituation, expertise, and ultimately Intuition (A. L. Blackler & Hurtlienne, 2007;
Crossan et al., 1999). Whether individual, team, or institutional learning; Intuition has
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been actively positioned as a critical element (Crossan et al., 1999; Dayan & Elbanna,
2011; Kaufman et al., 2010; O'Brien et al., 2010).
Intuition in IS Research
As discussed earlier, there is a distinction between system intuitiveness and
Intuition possessed by individuals with the focus of this research being the later.
Nonetheless, Intuition has been the topic of significant IS research from the perspective
of user interface or user interaction (A. Blackler et al., 2010). As such, a brief review of
Intuition in IS research from this perspective is included below. For IS to be useful the
systems must first be usable (Turner, 2008). The natural role of IS in accurate decisionmaking and action-oriented meaningful use is to provide tools that are intuitive and
promote intuitive action. Human-computer interaction has become a commonplace term
in IS describing the interface that exists between technology and its user. Put more
simply, the interface is the screen that is viewed, the device that is held, the mechanisms
for information retrieval, and the data design (A. Blackler et al., 2010; Okoye, 1998).
Human-computer interaction has become virtually synonymous with intuitiveness when
described by marketers, developers, and end-users (O'Brien et al., 2010). It is arguably
the most important concept from which IS are designed, evaluated, and purchased
(Shneiderman, 2000). But what is truly meant when an application or technology is
declared to be intuitive?
According to Bacic et al. (2012) domain knowledge impacts development of
presentation format in IS. Emphasizing the impact of presentation format, this author
describes a circumstance in which end user business decisions could be altered by a
report presentation format chosen by the developer. Not recognizing and including the
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rich experience of the domain expert in the development of the IS can negatively impact
the user’s cognitive processing of the IS.
In a longitudinal study measuring user beliefs and attitudes toward technology,
Bhattacherjee et al. (2004) determined that user perceptions evolve as first-hand system
usage increases. In their research, the cycle of use and subsequent change in perception
was empirically tested in two studies involving users and developers. Kim (Kim, 2009)
further supports the proposition that cognitive processing is important to behavioral
intentions to use a technology. Specially, Kim (2009) looks at four stages of memory
processing impacted by prior experiences. Each of these research streams signal the need
further our understanding the impact of perceptions and cognitive processes on IS use.
The interface between human beings and the world they encounter is well
documented in Intuition literature but its understanding is essential to the use of IS
(O'Brien et al., 2010). Hence, IS developers must provide tools that are intuitive and
promote intuitive action through HCI. This is clearly more easily said than done, given
the inherent complexity in understanding what is meant by the term intuitive in this and
other contexts. Human-computer interaction has become a commonplace terminology
with technology and software marketers, developers, and end users. Bacic & Appan
(2012) provide an example in which the developer’s domain knowledge negatively
impacts the successful use of IS due to limited understanding of the end user
requirements for presentation format. This example illuminates the need to understand
the interface between the user and the technology.
Suggesting there are previously unrecognized factors contributing to the
successful use of IS, Yi et al. (2006) identify cognitive and situational elements as such
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factors. Additionally, these authors found that perceived ease of use had a profound
impact on perceived usefulness and subsequently drew conclusions from this that a
reduction in effort is a significant influencer in the acceptance of technology for
individual professionals. With earlier definitions and attributes of Intuition offered as
being familiar and related to a priori knowledge, it is logical to assume reduction in effort
could derive from familiarity and knowledge. This assumptive logic suggests and
supports linkages between IS Intuition and successful use. With this a priori knowledge,
a cycle of familiarity and affordances begin to emerge as constructs worthy of note in IS
success. Described as such, it is possible to conceive of an iterative intuitive cycle in
which IS use increases as IS knowledge and experience increases and forms the basis for
understanding (intuiting) future experiences. Empirically tested and discussed in a
longitudinal research project, Bhattacherjee et al. (2004) examine the changes in belief
and attitude toward information technology usage given first-hand experiences. Pratt et
al. (2004) indicate it is the use of a priori knowledge and Intuition that allows individuals
to handled the exceptions in their workflow when systems fail to do so. While much
emphasis is placed on system design and the technology interface, it is also the cognitive
abilities (i.e. Intuition, analytical processing, and confidence) of the end user that
ultimately drive successful IS use and must be considered not only in design but also in
adoption (Johnson, Johnson, & Zhang, 2005; W. Pratt et al., 2004).
IS Intuition in Transformational Settings
According to Lucas et al. (2013), IT is a transformational force in our society in
which academic researchers could lend greater focus to practitioner and policy level
challenges. Urging academics to participate in the dialogue at policy and practitioner
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levels, these authors suggest the need to appeal to atypical audiences and venues beyond
the traditional journals and communications that fuel academic research. Of particular
interest in my research is the field of healthcare where health IS researchers document the
transformational nature of healthcare IT (Tremblay, Hevner, & Berndt, 2010; Wilson &
Lankton, 2004). This is but one example of the call to support an industry that impacts
each person in our society. The government regulation requiring adoption of electronic
health records by hospitals and physicians presents challenges for which there is limited
guidance resultant from previous empirical studies; these challenges may be perceived as
forms of environmental hostility. Thus, with this level of uncertainty, the need for higher
levels of IS Intuition seems even greater for IS success. The current research proposes a
generalizable study of the impact of IS Intuition on IS success using healthcare as the
contextual setting.
Theoretical Framework
The conceptual model in Figure 5 illustrates the posited causal relationships that
will be used to test the impact of IS Intuition on IS success. The hypotheses and the
evolution of the model are discussed in detail in subsequent sections.
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Figure 5. Conceptual Model: Intuition and IS Success

Hypotheses
H1 – IS Intuition will mediate the relationship between Technology Experience
and Usefulness.
H2 – IS Intuition will mediate the relationship between Attitude Toward
Technology and Usefulness.
H3 – IS Intuition will mediate the relationship between Self-Efficacy and
Usefulness.
H4 – Environmental hostility will moderate the relationship between IS Intuition
and Usefulness such that the higher the level of environmental hostility, the
greater the impact of IS Intuition on Usefulness.
H5 – Environmental uncertainty will moderate the relationship between IS
Intuition and Usefulness such that the higher the level of environmental
uncertainty, the greater the impact of IS Intuition on Usefulness.
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Model Construct Development
The constructs included in the conceptual model supporting this research follow
the recommendations of Burton-Jones and Straub (2006) for adopting a staged two-step
approach to identifying IS constructs. Their proposed model is illustrated in Figure 6
(adapted from Burton-Jones and Straub) and further described as follows:
1. Definition – explicitly define system usage and its assumptions.
2. Selection – determine usage measures via a two-step method
a. Identify elements of usage (user, task, and/or IS).
b. Identify measures for these elements based on other constructs
in the nomological network.
The relevance of this two-step process to the current research is that it seeks to
examine usage measures from the perspective of either the IS, user, or task, with
consideration given for the theoretical context. While likely commonplace to the
development of constructs and models in other research domains, IS research is
represented as lacking in this regard (Burton-Jones & Straub, 2006).

Figure 6. Variable Specification – Burton-Jones & Straub (2006)
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Dependent Variable – IS Success as Measured by Usefulness
The DeLone and McLean IS Success model (DeLone & McLean, 1992, 2003)
considered and classified existing measures of IS success into six constructs. The six
constructs of this foundational IS Success model include system quality, information
quality, organizational impact, individual impact, satisfaction, and use. These measures
were further substantiated through direct mapping to Levitt’s Diamond, which includes
four interactive components represented in all organizations: people, task, structure, and
technology. In a test of the DeLone & McLean IS Success model, Seddon et al., (2007)
introduce notable changes to include: 1) replacing Use with Usefulness; and 2) adding
Systems Importance as an antecedent to Usefulness. The argument for testing Usefulness
versus Use is that non-use does not mean that a system is not useful, particularly if it is
not needed for a certain task (Seddon & Kiew, 2007). Of particular note, these authors
remind us that the DeLone & McLean model stresses perceived or actual use is only
relevant when such usage is voluntary rather than required. These variations to the IS
Success Model are incorporated into this research and are reflected in the proposed
model.
Independent Variables – User Characteristics
Extending the DeLone & McLean model, Petter et al. (2013) performed a metaanalysis summarizing an array of independent variables that had not been previously
studied. Three of the independent variables identified in the meta-analysis are included
in the proposed model for the current research and are further discussed in the next
section: attitudes toward technology, technology experience, and self-efficacy.
The independent variables included in the proposed model were derived from the
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qualitative coding of the lexicon outlined in Section 2. Qualitative coding of the content
analysis lexicon was conducted following the Gioia Methodology (Gioia et al., 2012).
The Gioia methodology provides a process in which inductive research can be conducted
with qualitative rigor. Promoting understanding of the social world surrounding the
traditional constructs in scholarly research, this method allows new concepts to emerge
through a systematic process designed to allay concerns that qualitative studies lack
scientific rigor. Table 4 illustrates the progression of the Intuition lexicon coding using
the Gioia Methodology to systematically categorize first and second order constructs
leading to the aggregate dimensions represented as User Characteristics in the IS Intuition
conceptual model.
Table 4. Coding of Intuition Lexicon Using Gioia Method (2012)

1st$Order$Themes
Analogy
Cognition
Familiarity
Affordance
Metaphor
Inference
Perception
Expertise
Action>Perception$Coupling
Knowledge
Tangible

2nd$Order$Constructs
conscious
conscious
conscious
sub>conscious
sub>conscious
sub>conscious
sub>conscious
sub>conscious
sub>conscious
physical
physical

Aggregate$Dimensions
attitude$toward$technology
attitude$toward$technology
attitude$toward$technology
self>efficacy
self>efficacy
self>efficacy
self>efficacy
self>efficacy
self>efficacy
technology$experience
technology$experience

Informed by the two-step method (Burton-Jones & Straub, 2006), further caution
was taken in selection of the three specific independent variables from the Petter et al.
(2013) for inclusion in the conceptual model proposed in Figure 5 of this research. Each
of the independent variables (technology experience, attitudes toward technology, and
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self-efficacy) resulted from coding and categorization of the 1st order terms included in
the Intuition lexicon in Table 1. Inter-rater reliability was validated with two IS
professionals who were provided with instructions for mapping of the Intuition lexicon to
one of three 2nd order concepts – physical, conscious, and sub-conscious following a brief
review of background literature included in this research. Cognition and expertise were
in conflict with the inter-rater test and discussed in greater detail before finalizing the
coding represented in Table 4. The three aggregate dimensions were then chosen from
the independent variables identified by Petter et al (Stacie Petter et al., 2013).
Technology experience, attitudes toward technology, and self-efficacy were distinctly
chosen from the group as they best reflect characteristics of the individual and seemed the
most likely to be influenced by individual Intuition at the physical, conscious, and subconscious levels used in the second order coding.
Further these factors were chosen for the ability of practitioners to positively
impact them through training or other operational activities. The conceptual model
suggests that the strength of these factors can be altered when IS Intuition is recognized
as a mediating variable. The following Table 5 documents these independent variables as
defined in Petter et al. (2013).

Table 5. User Characteristics Adapted from Petter et al., (2013)
Technology Experience

Attitude Toward Technology
Self-Efficacy

	
  

The amount of past experience a user has had with technology, even if it is a
different type of technology than the IS under study
The degree to which a user possesses a favorable view about technology
The user's self-confidence about their ability to use the IS or technology in general
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Mediating Variable – IS Intuition as Mediating Construct
The conceptual model in Figure 5 introduces an IS Intuition construct mediating
the relationship between the three user characteristics: technology experience, attitude
toward technology, and self-efficacy, as defined in Petter et al. (2013) and the dependent
variable Use from DeLone and McLean (2003). IS Intuition is proposed as a mediating
construct under the definition offered by Baron & Kenny (1986). The model provides a
research framework in which qualitative and quantitative evidence reflecting the
mediating impact of individual Intuition between the identified user characteristics and IS
success can be evaluated and measured.
Moderator Variables – Environmental Antecedents
While it is the intent of this research to extend the DeLone & McLean IS success
model for generalizable use, the context under which it is being tested is the
transformational healthcare environment. Following the Intuition-based research of
Elbanna et al. (2013) the environmental factors of hostility and uncertainty are included
in the model. In the healthcare context in which the proposed model will be tested, these
moderators represent the current regulatory requirements on healthcare IS imposed by the
passage of the Healthcare Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
(HITECH) (www.cms.gov). Given the transformational nature of IS as referenced, there
is reason to believe tests of the IS success model could benefit from the inclusion of these
environmental antecedents, thus supporting the continued generalizability of the proposed
model.

	
  

	
  
	
  

CHAPTER 3: METHOD
Research Design
The introduction and application of the IS Intuition construct in Figure 5 was
tested and validated using Critical Realism1 (Mingers, Mutch, & Willcocks, 2013; Wynn
Jr & Williams, 2012) as a mixed method approach within the context of healthcare IS.
Critical Realism offers the flexibility to measure success in complex IS environments
(phenomenon) through a qualitative and quantitative mixed method inclusive of scale
development, pilot survey, and case study. The use of such a mixed methods approach is
not new to IS but has only been present in approximately 5% of empirical studies from
top IS journals recently evaluated by Venkatesh et al. (2013). The study is set on a
healthcare stage because it is in turmoil under the weight of transformational change
(Encinosa & Bae, 2013; HIMSS.org, 2014; Mardon, 2013; Tremblay et al., 2010). It is
believed that a mixed methods approach will enhance the interpretation of the healthcare
situational phenomenon against the backdrop of established IS theory.
With introduction of a new IS Intuition construct mediating the relationship
between the independent and dependent variables, the PLS-SEM method is used
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  Critical Realism is emerging as a mixed method approach to conducting social science
research in which phenomenon is better explained by causal relationships inferred from
the interactions of entities and contextual situations (Wynn Jr & Williams, 2012)	
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for this study. Partial Least Squares (PLS) Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) has
become increasingly popular for empirical studies in IS (Christian M. Ringle, Sarstedt, &
Straub, 2012; Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010).
Among the benefits of PLS-SEM are its capability to assist in theory development
and prediction (Joseph F. Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2013b). Hensler & Chin (2010)
provide guidance on PLS use as a tool to enhance understanding of the interaction effects
between latent variables. Established as a standard in marketing research, PLS-SEM has
recently received significant attention in strategic management research (Joseph F. Hair,
Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2013a; Joseph F. Hair et al., 2013b; Joseph F. Hair, Sarstedt, Pieper,
& Ringle, 2012). Among the benefits discussed by these authors regarding appropriate
PLS-SEM use include its ability to identify the cause and effect relationships between
latent variables in complex models containing many constructs and variables and for
which there is a goal to advance existing theory. SmartPLS (Christian Marc Ringle,
Wend, & Will, 2005) has been chosen for these and other reasons as the tool to conduct
the PLS-SEM testing of the proposed IS Intuition model.
Variables for this study are primarily reflective (S. Petter, Straub, & Rai, 2007).
However, guidance suggests creation of both reflectively and formatively measured
questions to allow the greatest flexibility in determining the final measurement model
until the model validation phase (Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010). This guidance was
considered during the survey creation phase.
Sample/Context
This research seeks to further the understanding of Intuition in the context of IS
success as a generalizable model. However, the context of this research is healthcare IS
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due to regulatory requirements for the successful adoption (use) of certified electronic
health records (Fritz, Balhorn, Riek, Breil, & Dugas, 2012) Healthcare presents an ideal
focal point for this study given the sweeping and accelerated changes this industry is
experiencing. HITECH2 requiring hospitals and physicians to implement electronic
health records (first with incentives for adoption, followed by payment reduction
penalties for non-adoption) has forced a new set of users to integrate IS into their daily
work. Due to the evolving nature of healthcare work, these individual professionals
(nurses, physicians and other clinicians) must draw on cognitive abilities to respond to
new circumstances (interaction with electronic health records regulated by law) under
time pressure (care of patient) and uncertainty (limited knowledge or skill regarding use
of an electronic health record).
Model Validation

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2
The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH)
requires hospitals and physicians to implement certified electronic health records with
incentives offered over a four-year period followed by penalties for non-compliance in
the fifth year. Details of the HITECH Act can be found at hhs.gov.
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The conceptual model supported by the literature review and represented in the
Figure 5 was operationalized through a series of tasks designed to test its predictive
capability to validate the hypotheses. The study was conducted in the following phases:
1. Content Analysis
2. Scale/Survey Development
3. Pilot Survey/Survey
4. Qualitative Survey Questions
5. Data Analysis
Scale/Survey Development
The literature review highlights several survey instruments previously validated in
either IS or cognitive theory studies (D. R. Compeau & Higgins, 1995; Davis, 1989;
Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989; Dishaw & Strong, 2003; Elbanna et al., 2013; Hsu,
Chiu, & Ju, 2004; Kim, 2009; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Seddon & Kiew, 2007; Yang &
Yoo, 2004). As Psychology is a common reference domain for other disciplines, several
personality and cognition scales have been previously developed and empirically tested
(Alós-Ferrer & Hügelschäfer, 2012; Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). Appendix E provides the
survey instrument questions that have been adapted from previously tested models with
limited refinement to reflect the healthcare specific industry and information system for
which the proposed model was tested. Table 6 summarizes the model constructs and the
source of the validated instrument included in the survey.
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Table 6. Summary of Model Variable with Validated Survey Sources
Validated Survey Instrument
Source
(Davis, 1989; Moore & Benbasat,
1991; Seddon & Kiew, 2007)
(Alós-Ferrer & Hügelschäfer,
2012; Cacioppo & Petty, 1982)
(Dishaw & Strong, 2003; Kim,
2009)
(Kim, 2009; Yang & Yoo, 2004)

(D. R. Compeau & Higgins,
1995; Hsu et al., 2004)
(Elbanna et al., 2013)
(Elbanna et al., 2013)

Construct

Construct Role

Usefulness

Dependent Variable

IS Intuition

Mediating Variable

Technology
Experience
Attitude
Toward
Technology
Self-Efficacy

Independent Variable

Environmental
Hostility
Environmental
Uncertainty

Moderating Variable

Independent Variable

Independent Variable

Moderating Variable

Qualitative pre-testing and quantitative pilot testing was conducted to determine if
the reliability and validity of the measurement models could be achieved with the survey.
Both tests are described in the following sections.
The survey instrument was qualitatively pre-tested with a control group
comprised of 14 healthcare executives, IS professionals, and consultants with current and
intimate knowledge of electronic health record implementations. This pre-test was used
to validate the instrument on several levels to include content, relevance, ease of use, and
time to complete survey (Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010). Successful completion of these
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pre and pilot tests suggested content validity of the proposed survey instrument (Urbach
& Ahlemann, 2010). Concerns regarding the length of the survey were validated by the
low response rate and collinearity experienced in the quantitative analysis represented in
Chapter 4.
Pilot Survey
Participants for the pilot test of the survey instrument included registrants to the
Health Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) 2014 annual meeting to
be hosted in Orlando Florida, February 23 – 27, 2014. This conference represents the
largest assembly of healthcare oriented facilities, healthcare providers, clinicians,
physicians, and vendors in the industry. An online survey was made available through
private email notification to a purchased attendee list following the conference with
reminder emails as deemed necessary based on response.
Qualitative Survey
Three open-ended questions were administered to the original pilot group through
the Qualtrics online survey tool to facilitate richer understanding of the quantitative
results (Eisenhardt, 1989). Additionally the three Intuition questions resulting from the
quantitative survey analysis were re-administered to this group with the results discussed
in Chapter 4. The open-ended questions provided qualitative feedback to clarify and
enrich the quantitative findings (Currall, Hammer, Baggett, & Doniger, 1999; Kaplan &
Duchon, 1988).
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Data Analysis
The survey data was evaluated for both non-response bias (measurement of
adequate representation) and common method bias (too much variance shared among
variables). Particular attention was paid to the potential of common method bias between
IS Intuition and the independent variables to insure Intuition was measured distinctly.
Hence the items included in the study were subjected to an exploratory factor analysis to
determine the number of factors needed to account for the variance.
The model was assessed from structural and measurement perspectives to validate
that it met the objectives stated in the hypotheses. Appendix C derived from Urbach et
al. (2010) provides 3 tables (Assessment of Reflective Measurement Models, Assessment
of Formative Measurement Models, and Assessment of the Structural Model)
representative of the validity type, criteria, measure description, and supporting literature
for the quantitative analysis.

	
  

	
  

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
The results of the hypothesized model testing are presented in this chapter. A
mixed methods approach was employed in this research due to its exploratory nature
(Wynn Jr & Williams, 2012). The first section deals with the quantitative results from
the structured online survey. The second section presents the results of the qualitative
survey process from which a deeper understanding of the relationship between Intuition
and IS Success was evaluated.
Quantitative Results – PLS Measurement Model
As indicated in previous chapters, PLS-SEM is the statistical method used in this research
to produce the quantitative results section. The decision to use PLS-SEM versus CBSEM was due in large part to its predictive capabilities that maximize the explained
variance of the endogenous variables (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2012; Peng & Lai, 2012;
Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010). The need for a statistical modeling tool that allows for
exploration and prediction is heighted in this research for two reasons. First is the
inclusion of recently documented independent variables impacting IS Success:
technology experience, attitude, and self efficacy (Stacie Petter et al., 2013). Second is
the introduction of human Intuition as a mediating construct in the IS success model
(DeLone & McLean, 1992; Seddon & Kiew, 2007) much like that of Elbanna et al.,
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(2013) in their recent treatment of Intuition as a mediating construct in strategic decisionmaking. As both of these circumstances represent exploratory research capturing
constructs in a nomological net that has not been previously tested, the predictive
capabilities to maximize the endogenous explained variance is highly desirable (Urbach
& Ahlemann, 2010).
SmartPLS 3 (Christian M. Ringle, Wende, & Becker, 2014), released during this
research, offers significant efficiencies to the novice researcher creating, testing, and
analyzing structural models. While PLS-SEM has undergone scrutiny relative to its
model validation capabilities, recent research (Hensler and Sarstedt 2012) indicates the
traditional goodness of fit index cannot separate valid from invalid models and as such
should not be considered in PLS-SEM model assessment. Ringle et al. (2012) assert that
model specification is assumed in PLS-SEM, further urging model assessment be
conducted based on its predictive capabilities. The following sections follow guidance
and recommended steps to assess the measurement and structural models postulated in
this research (Gefen & Straub, 2005; Joseph F. Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2014; Peng
& Lai, 2012; Christian M. Ringle et al., 2012; Christian M. Ringle et al., 2014; Urbach &
Ahlemann, 2010).
Internal consistency. Also known as composite reliability, this is the preferred
measure of indicator reliability in PLS-SEM (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014). While
Cronbach’s Alpha is the traditional measure of indicator reliability, its use in analysis of a
PLS-SEM model is cautioned as it assumes all indicators are equally reliable whereas
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composite reliability prioritizes indicators based on their individual contribution.
Composite reliability measurement values between .70 and .90 for the outer loadings in a
reflective model (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014) are generally regarded as satisfactory.
Items above .95 are generally undesirable as they indicate redundancy in the construct
indicators (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014; Straub, Boudreau, & Gefen, 2004; Urbach &
Ahlemann, 2010).
To obtain the Composite Reliability and Cronbach’s Alpha results provided in the
table below, an evaluation of the multi-item constructs indicated the need to delete
several items from each construct. Items were deleted one at a time based on lowest
values until the desired .70 thresholds were achieved for all constructs. As noted in Table
7 two items, Attitude (.919) and SAT (.915) short for satisfaction which is a
representative IS success measure according to Seddon &Kiew (2007), exceed the
recommended threshold of .90 indicating a potential reliability issue. While high, these
values do not exceed the maximum cutoff of .95 (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014; Urbach &
Ahlemann, 2010).
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Table 7: Composite Reliability and Cronbach’s Alpha Comparison

ATTITUDE
CONFIDENCE
EASIER
EFFICACY
INTUITION
SAT
TECHEXP
USEFULNESS

Composite Reliability
0.919
0.884
0.908
0.889
0.828
0.915
0.859
0.903

Cronbachs Alpha
0.882
0.737
0.865
0.849
0.687
0.816
0.672
0.872

By contrast Cronbach’s Alpha reflects lower indicator reliability scores than
referenced in the table above. Using this measure, TECHEXP (.672) and INTUITION
(.687) fall just below the threshold indicating potential reliability issues. All other
constructs are within acceptable ranges.
Convergent validity. This measure, an extension of indicator reliability, was
assessed using the average variance extracted (AVE) results. Table 8 provides the final
results of the AVE analysis. To achieve convergent validity, item loadings between .40
and .70 are considered for deletion if doing so results in the AVE moving within the
guideline of .5 (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014; Straub et al., 2004; Urbach & Ahlemann,
2010). SmartPLS 3 provides AVE, Composite Reliability, Cronbach’s Alpha, for all
constructs, and R2 for all endogenous constructs. This advanced functionality allows for
dynamic analysis of the AVE throughout the indicator reduction analysis. Convergent
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validity was achieved for all constructs by retaining a minimum of three measures with
the exception of TECHEXP, which was reduced to two measures allowing it to meet both
indicator reliability and convergent validity. Although SAT is not included in the
hypothetical model, variables were measured in the original survey and included here.
Seddon et al., (Seddon & Kiew, 2007) posit that if a single measure of IS Success is
needed, then satisfaction is an adequate proxy. While the R2 (.46) for SAT is slightly
lower than desired, other parametric measures of this construct meet recommended
levels.

Table 8: Average Variance Extracted (AVE)
AVE

ATTITUDE
CONFIDENCE
EASIER
EFFICACY
INTUITION
SAT
TECHEXP
USEFULNESS

0.740
0.792
0.712
0.572
0.616
0.844
0.752
0.610

Discriminant validity. This measure is achieved when a construct is determined
via empirical measurement to be distinct from all other constructs (Fornell & Larcker,
1981; Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014; Straub et al., 2004; Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010). An
assessment of cross loadings, in which an indicator’s outer loading is higher than its
loading on all other constructs, provides one measure of discriminant validity. The
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Fornell-Larcker Criterion (Fornell & Larcker, 1981) provides a more conservative
approach to check for discriminant validity. Discriminant validity is achieved using
Fornell-Larcker when the square root of each construct’s AVE exceeds that of any other
construct.
Using Fornell-Larcker as illustrated in Table 9, all constructs meet the guideline
with the exception of EASIER è EFFICACY. This relationship is explained by the fact
that EFFICACY represents a higher order component (HOC) (Jarvis, MacKenzie, &
Podsakoff, 2003; Christian M. Ringle et al., 2012) composed of the two lower order
components (LOC), EASIER and CONFIDENCE. Discriminant validity is not required
between the HOC and LOC in reflective models.

Table 9: Fornell Larcker
ATTITUDE
CONFIDENCE
EASIER
EFFICACY
INTUITION
SAT
TECHEXP
USEFULNESS

ATTITUDE CONFIDENCE EASIER
0.860
0.417
0.890
0.470
0.498
0.844
0.515
0.771
0.936
-0.399
-0.236
-0.190
0.666
0.393
0.420
0.071
0.375
0.062
0.689
0.510
0.397

EFFICACY INTUITION

0.757
-0.237
0.468
0.198
0.499

0.785
-0.314
-0.032
-0.403

SAT

TECHEXP

USEFULNESS

0.918
0.331
0.675

0.867
0.331

0.781

Quantitative Results – PLS Structural Model Evaluation
The PLS structural model is evaluated after the measurement model is
successfully validated. The assessment of the structural model minimally includes
analysis of the R2 for variance extracted followed by analysis of the path coefficients for
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sign, magnitude, and significance (Straub et al., 2004; Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010).
Additional evaluation is completed to determine the effect size (f2), which measures the
impact of the latent variables on the dependent variables (Cohen, 1992). As a final
measure of predictive relevance the Q2 statistic (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014; Stone, 1974)
is evaluated. Each of these measures and the subsequent model analysis is explained
more fully in the sections below.
Evaluation of R2 as coefficient of determination. The R2 attempts to measure the
explained variance of the endogenous latent variables and aids in the predictive capability
of the structural model (J. F. Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010; Joseph F. Hair et
al., 2014). An R2 is considered significant at .670, average at .333 and weak at .190.
(Straub et al., 2004; Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010). The dependent variable USEFULNESS
has an R2 of .587, which reflects greater than average predictive ability. The mediating
variable INTUITION produced weak results at .16, indicating its predictive value in the
structural model is rather low. The constructs CONFIDENCE (.595) and EASIER (.876)
are lower order constructs explaining EFFICACY and produced above average and very
meaningful results, respectively.
Evaluation of path coefficients for significance. Collinearity was evaluated
according to guidance from Hair et al., (2014) through analysis of the Variance Inflation
Factors (VIF). There is a potential for collinearity for factors with a score in excess of 5.
VIF scores were obtained from the SmartPLS3 reports and are included in Table 10
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(reference Appendix F for a glossary of variables). All factors fall below 5 indicating
collinearity is not present.

Table 10: Variance Inflation Factors
VIF Scores
1.629
1.517
1.772
1.517
1.923
2.091
2.661
2.342
2.231
2.543
2.389
2.262
2.341
2.028
1.939
1.952
1.344
1.344
1.554
1.285
1.345
1.902
1.902
4.185
4.461
2.351
1.963
1.992
2.184

CON_1
CON_1
CON_5
CON_5
EASE_4
EASE_6
EASE_8
EASIER_1
EASIER_1
EASIER_2
EASIER_2
EASIER_3
EASIER_3
EASIER_4
EASIER_4
FEEL_1
FREQUENCY_A
HOURS_A
INTUIT2_1
INTUIT2_2
INTUIT2_3
SAT_1
SAT_4
TOOL_1
TOOL_2
TOOL_4
USE_1
USE_5
USE_6

Path coefficients are further analyzed in PLS-SEM via the bootstrapping process
to determine their significance. Bootstrapping, through random subsampling of the
original data set, produces the sampling distribution standard error and standard deviation
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for each coefficient. The standard error is used to calculate the empirical t value and is
evaluated against the suggested critical values at various significance levels. Critical tvalues for two-tailed tests (tests in which the hypothesized path sign cannot be predicted
in advance) are 1.65, 1.96, and 2.57 at significance levels of .10, .05, and .01,
respectively (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014).
Table 11 represents the t-value for the path coefficients utilizing the bootstrapping
method. Multiple bootstrapping tests were run against the structural model to assess
changes to the t-value under various circumstances to include sign level changes and
significance levels. Criteria for the final test included a 5,000 count sub-sampling of the
original data, construct level sign change, and a .05 significance level.
While it is not generally necessary to report both t-values and p-values both are
included in Table 11 to further demonstrate the strength of the path relationships in
support of the model hypotheses. P-values are defined as a probability between 0 and 1
where smaller numbers suggest the null hypothesis is less likely to be true. In all
instances where the t-value reflects significance (greater than 1.65 at .05; one-tailed test),
the corresponding p-value also predicts probability with smaller p-values (closer to 0)
indicating support for the path (Joseph F. Hair et al., 2014; Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010).
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Table 11: Results of PLS Model
R2
USEFULNESS
ATTITUDE -> USEFULNESS

β

Sample
Mean

Standard
Error

T Values

P Values

0.587
0.544

0.548

0.101

5.361

0.000

*

EFFICACY -> USEFULNESS
TECHEXP -> USEFULNESS

0.133
0.261

0.121
0.263

0.106
0.073

1.253
3.564

0.210
0.000

*

INTUITION -> USEFULNESS

-0.147

-0.148

0.103

1.428

0.153

-0.376
-0.044
0.003

-0.388
-0.048
0.014

0.141
0.188
0.162

2.662
0.233
0.019

0.008
0.816
0.985

*

*

INTUITION

0.16

ATTITUDE -> INTUITION
EFFICACY -> INTUITION
TECHEXP -> INTUITION
LOC TO EFFICACY
EFFICACY -> CONFIDENCE

0.595

0.771

0.774

0.047

16.390

0.000

EFFICACY -> EASIER

0.876

0.936

0.936

0.020

47.007

0.000

USEFULNESS -> SAT

0.456

0.675

0.681

0.054

12.411

0.000

* Significant at the .5 level.

Direct and indirect effects. The proposed model posited a direct relationship
between INTUITION and USEFULNESS with INTUITION mediating the relationship
between the independent constructs (TECHEXP, ATTITUDE, EFFICACY) and
USEFULNESS. The model was also tested for direct effects between all independent
constructs and USEFULNESS.
As the R2 for the mediating construct INTUITION failed to adequately predict
USEFULNESS, particular attention was focused on its path sign change during the
bootstrapping procedure. A determination to use the construct level sign change criteria
was made following the guidelines of Hair Jr. et al., (2014) in which the first
bootstrapping procedure with no sign change criteria (also recommended as the most
conservative approach) produced significant sign changes from the original model for all
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bootstrapping sub-sample paths. When this phenomenon occurs, these guidelines suggest
the next step in the evaluation is to use the individual construct criteria in the
bootstrapping run. Conducting this step produced significant results for the INTUITION
to USEFULNESS path where the first no sign change criteria did not. Since the
individual option sign change criteria returned significance for the INTUITION to
USEFULNESS path where it had not existed in previous runs, the final bootstrapping run
compromised between no sign change and individual sign change by using construct
level sign change criteria. Using the construct level sign change option, the result of 1.46
at a .5 significance level continued to fall below the required level of 1.65.
Evaluation of f2. It is recommended that the change in R2 be evaluated when a
specified exogenous construct is eliminated from the model. The effect size (f2) is
evaluated based on the recommended guidelines of .02, .15, and .35 respectively for
small, medium and large effects (Cohen, 1992). Results of the f2 analysis of the direct
and indirect relationships are represented in Table 12.
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Table 12: Path Coefficients and Effect Size (f2)
β

f2

ATTITUDE -> USEFULNESS

0.544

0.467

***

EFFICACY -> USEFULNESS

0.133

0.03

*

TECHEXP -> USEFULNESS

0.261

0.158

**

INTUITION -> USEFULNESS

-0.147

0.044

*

EFFICACY -> INTUITION

-0.376
-0.044

0.124
0.002

*
*

TECHEXP -> INTUITION

0.003

0

*

0.595
0.876

0.771
0.936

1.469
7.061

***
***

0.456

0.675

0.837
0.837

***
***

USEFULNESS

R2
0.587

INTUITION
ATTITUDE -> INTUITION

0.16

LOC TO EFFICACY
EFFICACY -> CONFIDENCE
EFFICACY -> EASIER
USEFULNESS -> SAT
* .02 Small; ** .15 Medium; *** .35 Large

Q2 Predictive Relevance. A final test of a model’s predictive capability is the Q2.
This test is accomplished through the SmartPLS3 blindfolding procedure. Q2 values
greater than 0 indicate the hypothesized model has predictive relevance. The
INTUITION construct produced a Q2 statistic of .04 indicating this hypothesized
mediating effect for this construct does not possess predictive relevance. Given the Q2
statistics represented in Table 13, the predictive capability of the model is low.
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Table 13: Q2 Statistic
SSO
280.000
140.000
280.000
420.000
210.000
140.000
140.000
420.000

ATTITUDE
CONFIDENCE
EASIER
EFFICACY
INTUITION
SAT
TECHEXP
USEFULNESS

SSE
280.000
75.658
108.885
420.000
200.864
87.636
140.000
277.769

1-SSE/SSO
0.460
0.611
0.044
0.374
0.339

Qualitative Results
Recognizing the exploratory nature of the hypothesized model, this research
includes a qualitative analysis of Intuition. The original survey included one open-ended
question regarding Intuition. Two additional questions were added to query thoughts
regarding IS Intuition in the context of electronic health record (EHR) adoption in
healthcare organizations. These questions were submitted to the same convenience
sample used in the original survey pilot test as outlined in Chapter 3. Table 14 provides
the qualitative survey questions. Participants were also asked to rank their personal
Intuition against the three Intuition questions that resulted from the quantitative analysis
as well as demographic questions for age and current role.
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Table 14: Follow-Up Survey for Qualitative Analysis
1. How do you personally define intuition in software and technology (IS) use? Please provide a narrative response.
2. What words do you most closely associate with the word Intuition when you consider EHR adoption?
3. Do you believe intuition contributes to IS Success in the implementation of EHRs? Please describe.

Additional Quantitative Questions Derived From Intuition Scale Reduction
(Likert 10pt scale - Extremely Uncharacteristic to Extremely Characteristic)
1. When I need to form an opinion about an issue, I completely rely on my intuition.
2. For most decisions is reasonable to rely on ones hunches.
3. I am not a very intuitive person.
Demographic Questions
1. Current Position
2. Age

Results of the survey were coded using the Gioia Methodology as described by
Gioia et al., (2012) and outlined in the following sections. The focus of the current
dissertation research is the introduction of INTUITION as impactful to IS success.
Intuition has proven elusive in both positivist and interpretivist research. Applying
qualitative methods to concepts such as this, in which there is limited empirical research,
frequently reveals information that might otherwise have been masked or inadvertently
left behind. As discussed earlier, the causal relationships posited in this research model
were found to be subsequently less significant than originally hoped. The qualitative
analysis conducted here provides additional insights that support the need for continued
research on the topic of Intuition in IS.
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Participants and Data Collection Method. A total of 14 participants were asked to
respond to a series of open-ended questions via a Qualtrics online survey. Thirteen of the
14 participants answered the qualitative questions As Intuition is generally a self-reported
trait measured with structured instruments such as Faith in Intuition (Alós-Ferrer &
Hügelschäfer, 2012) and Need for Cognition (Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984), the survey
questions structured for this qualitative analysis were intended to glean richer context and
a broader perspective on individual understanding and use of Intuition in IS.
Steps for Conducting the Data Analysis. Following the Gioia Methodology
(2012) I embarked on a manual coding exercise using the respondent spreadsheet
downloaded from the online survey tool. Use of this methodology mediates positivist
criticisms that rigor is lacking in such qualitative studies. Coding for this study was
conducted using an open coding methodology (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Gioia et al.,
2012). As described by Corbin and Strauss (1990), open coding involves an iterative
process of evaluating the data for similarities, differences, and repetitive themes. Care
must be exerted to not over or underestimate qualitative findings given the freedom of
interpretation available when conducting inductive research Chenail (2009). Other
authors such as Pratt (2009) and Gephart (2004) suggest that while inductive theory
development may seem less rigorous than quantitative research, it can actually be more
challenging to interpret due to its inherent subjectivity. The following list outlines the
steps conducted in the review, analysis, and coding of the data. Appendix H describes in
greater detail each step used in this process.
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1. Step 1 – First-Order Concepts. Given the small sample size, responses were
coded via manual process using Microsoft Excel. Performed initial coding for
everything in each informant response before moving on to subsequent responses.
2. Step 2 – Broader Categories. For this process, the broader categories aligned
with the Kahneman’s (2003) System 1 and System 2 dual process cognition
definitions for Intuition and reasoning.
3. Step 3 – Inter-Rater Reliability Check. The same person performed inter-rater
reliability testing on Q1 and Q2. With some iterative discussion both questions
were subsequently coded to the satisfaction of the inter-rater.
4. Step 4 – Iteration Reviewed. Successive reviews of the data, taking into account
emerging themes and consistency in survey responses.
Coding Scheme
This section outlines the specifics of the coding scheme as it developed from
initial review of the raw data submission to aggregation of the coded elements into higher
order categories. The inductive, analytic process is believed to support a richer
interpretation of phenomena in situational contexts than traditional quantitative research
affords (Gephart Jr., 2004). As this research employed a mixed methods approach
(Venkatesh et al., 2013; Wynn Jr & Williams, 2012) with the traditional literature review
and quantitative methods conducted at the onset, it was not possible to approach the
findings from a purely uninformed perspective. However, the nature of the challenges
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associated with Intuition research supports the use of inductive analysis and attempts
were made to allow themes to emerge naturally from the data.
An experienced IS Consultant with clinical training and intimate knowledge of
EHR implementations was asked to perform several tasks designed to assess the validity
of the qualitative coding for questions 1 and 2. Question 3 did not require inter-rater
reliability testing as the responses to that question very clearly indicated individual
participant inclinations toward belief in human Intuition versus a human-computer
interface as having influence on IS success. Appendix H describes in greater detail each
step used to conduct inter-rater reliability testing. Coded results derived from the three
qualitative questions are represented in the following sections.
Interpretation of the Results
The average age of the 14 survey participants was 50 with ages ranging from 32
to 64. Roles included in the study were senior IS consultants, healthcare managers and
healthcare executives. Eight of the respondents have clinical credentials. The three
Intuition Likert 10pt scale questions produced quantitative results that are reported in
detail in Appendix X. These results are consistent with expectations given the maturity,
experience, and credentials of the respondents. Average Responses by age group for all
three questions reflect 4.8 for ages 30 – 40, 6.3 for ages 41 – 49, and 6.1 for ages 50+.
These age group response rates correlate with role experience with Manager at 5.3; IS
Consultant at 6.3 and Executive at 6.3. This data seems to indicate that reliance on and
use of Intuition follows age and role maturity.
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Q1 - How do you personally define Intuition in software and technology use?
A total of forty-one (41) first order concepts (Gioia et al., 2012) were identified
and documented during review of the narrative responses to this question. The coded
responses from this question were then aligned with the coding dictionary provided in
Table 15. For the purpose of this research, HCI is defined as the interface between
systems and humans, whereas the remaining items in the coding dictionary (perception,
Intuition, reasoning and Intuition combined with reasoning) (Kahneman, 2003) relate to
human cognitive processing.

Table 15: Coding Dictionary for Qualitative Questions 1 - 3

Second Order Category
Human Computer Interface
Perception (Kahneman)
Intuition (Kahneman System 1)
Reasoning (Kahneman System 2)
Intuition/Reasoning (Kahneman 1 & 2)

Code
1
2
3
4
5

Note: (Kahneman, 2003)

These second order concepts (Gioia et al., 2012) are best understood through
examples provided in direct quotes gained from the question 1 survey respondents.
Human Computer Interface – Respondent 1, IS Consultant.
“Technology that facilitates the delivery of safe and efficient patient care through an
easily understandable user interface.”
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Perception – Respondent 3, Manager.
“Easy to understand and able to pick up any piece of hardware or application without
need to read a manual.”
Intuition – Respondent 5, Executive.
“A gut reaction or "sixth sense" about something that comes from enough experience
that you can predict what is coming or what is going to happen. With IT/IS, it is an
ability to react to something or to navigate through a software tool without having to take
time to reason through it.”
Reasoning – Respondent 11, IS Consultant.
“Intuitive systems support clinical practice by instinctively organizing data to support
clinical information assimilation and decision making.”

Appendix I provides the summary code map with percentages allocated to each of
the 5 aggregate dimensions. Table 16 below provides percentage responses for each
dimension. The category of Intuition derived from Kahneman’s System 1 definition
(fast, parallel, automatic, effortless, associative, slow-learning, emotional) alone
garnered 38% of the responses and combined with Intuition/Reasoning represents 55% of
the total coded response to this question. HCI represents 33% of the coded response,
signaling possible confusion regarding the ability of respondents to separate human
Intuition from the more common attribution of Intuition to the intuitiveness of the system
itself.
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Table 16. Percentage Response by Second Order Category

Second Order Category
HCI
Perception
Intuition
Reasoning
Intuition/Reasoning
Totals

Instances
14
3
16
2
7
42

Percentage
33%
7%
38%
5%
17%
100%

Q2 – What words do you most closely associate with the word Intuition when you
consider EHR adoption?
A total of forty-two (42) unique words were documented in response to this
question. Each of the words were coded to one of four categories and tested for interrater reliability as described earlier. Table 17 indicates the first order word association
categories used in the inter-rater testing to validate mapping to the second order
aggregate dimensions. Just as with Q1 above, participants seem to confuse attributes of
system intuitiveness with those of human Intuition. Even so, the taxonomy that emerged
from the coded data is consistent with Kahneman’s (2003) attributes for System 1
(Intuition) and System 2 (reasoning).
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Table 17. Summary of Question 2 Word Association Coding
Step 1: Q2 Survey respondent words
initially matched by me to the
categories defined by Kahneman
(2003) and included in this research.
Step 2: Inter-Rater provided with
only this header row and asked to
rank the full list of words (42) into
Categories 1 - 4 with only the word
association and no knowledge of the
theory behind the numbered
categories
Step 3: Inter-Rater reliability check
conducted by color-coding each of
the inter-rater responses against my
Step 1 categorization.

Step 4: Iterative reconciliation of
differences between my initial
categorization and the inter-rater.

Resulting Coded List (italicized
words represent changes)

Human Computer
Interface
Category 1
System Design
Framework
Intuitive Software

Perception

Intuition System 1

Reasoning System 2

Category 2
Stimulus Bound
Percepts

Category 3
Fast
Parallel
Automatic
Effortless
Emotional
Associative

Category 4
Slow
Serial
Controlled
Effortful
Rule Governed

Efficiency
Perceptive
Sense (2)
Intuitive Workflow
Youth
Natural (2)
User Prompted
Instinct (2)
Standards (2)
Insightful
Accessibility
Gut
Lean
Feeling
Flexibility
Know How
Ease of Use (4)
Anticipatory
GUI
Experience (3)
Intuitive Icons
Discerning
Agreed Efficiency and
Agreement that Feeling Agreed that Insightful fits
Standards fit this category. should be moved to this
this Category but that
No change made to
category and that
Discerning could fit
coding.
Experience would remain Category 3 or 4 which is
in Category 3
consistent with Kahneman
Human Computer
Interface (HCI)
Efficiency
Intuitive Workflow
User Prompted
Standards (2)
Accessibility
Lean
Flexibility
Ease of Use (4)
GUI
Intuitive Icons
Supportive (2)

Supportive (2)
Predictable
Rational (2)
Logical (2)
Intelligence
Aptitude
Rational
Systematic

Agreed that Supportive
relates to HCI but that
Systematic could relate to
HCI or to human
processing.

Perception

Intuition System 1

Reasoning System 2

Perceptive
Youth
Feeling

Sense (2)
Natural (2)
Instinct (2)
Insightful
Gut
Know How
Anticipatory
Experience (3)
Discerning

Predictable
Rational (2)
Logical (2)
Intelligence
Aptitude
Rational
Systematic
Discerning

Q3 – Do you believe Intuition contributes to IS success in the implementation of EHRs?
Eight (8) of thirteen responses (62%) to this question indicated agreement that
Intuition contributes to IS success in EHR implementation. The remaining five
responders use system attributes to define Intuition and as such were coded to the HCI
category. One participant’s comments summed it up in this way,
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“The more Intuition a person has the easier and faster it [EHR] is to use so it speeds up
the adoption process of new software by users.” Respondent 13 – Manager.
Another participant responded with the following quote also indicating the importance of
human intuition to IS success.
“Yes, I believe that Intuition contributes to IS success in the implementation of
EHR's. Implementation of a new system/technology is difficult without even accounting
for the users. Adding user training and then the subsequent monitoring and retraining
that inevitably occur into the mix can make for a nightmare that is dependent upon 3
things: the trainer, the user, and the software/technology. If the user is able to use
Intuition in order to better use the new software/technology, this not only cuts down on
the amount of initial training but also adds the value of that user being able to work
through issues on their own as well as assist others. This will in turn lead to satisfaction
with the EHR.” Respondent 10 – IS Consultant.
Summary
Across all three qualitative questions there is a clear pattern of confusion
surrounding the term Intuition, signaling the need for greater clarity around this elusive
concept. Approximately 55% of Question 1 respondents indicate the importance of
Intuition for IS success. There is strong alignment in the Questions 2 word association
coding to Kahneman’s dual cognition process theory. Question 3 reflects 62% of
respondents affirm a belief that Intuition impacts IS success. These qualitative results
strongly suggest there is a relationship between Intuition and IS success that was not
supported by the empirical model.

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions
This research contributes to the understanding of human Intuition in the context of
information systems. Specifically, the research question seeks to identify the impact of
Intuition on information systems success. Implementation of electronic health records in
the turbulent healthcare environment provides the operational context for the study.
Discussion
There is little argument that information systems have invaded virtually every
aspect of our personal and professional lives. Projections for future technology use point
to the need for individuals to embrace a rapidly changing IS environment presenting them
with ever-shrinking device diversity and a driving push for computing in the cloud
(Andriole, 2012). Further Andriole advises technology developers to more closely align
tasks with people and devices, supporting the need to further understand factors that
impact IS success.
The current research was designed to seek richer explanation for the cognitive
processes, with specific emphasis on the impact of Intuition on IS success under certain
environmental conditions. The literature review conducted for this study vividly
describes the issues, constraints, and elusiveness of Intuition as a measurable construct.
Combined with the previously documented complexities in IS success measurement, the
undertaking here was subject to problematic construct measurement issues. The lengthy
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survey instrument included in Appendix E appears to have resulted in survey fatigue and
abandonment issues thus negatively impacting the response rate. The survey pre-test is
designed to potentially streamline the instrument by exposing measures that are not
unique or valuable to their respective constructs.
While the primary goal of this research was to measure the impact of Intuition as
a mediating construct impacting IS success, the possibility of insignificant findings does
not negate the value of continued measurement of Intuition among the variety of
independent variables impacting IS success. Additionally, practitioners and academic
researchers will benefit from the insights gained through the qualitative analysis resulting
from the open-ended questions.
As stated above, the research model posits Intuition as a mediating construct
between selected independent variables of IS success including technology experience,
attitude toward technology, and self efficacy (Stacie Petter et al., 2013) and IS Success
(DeLone & McLean, 2003; Seddon & Kiew, 2007). This is an exploratory research study
with theoretical roots in DeLone & McLean’s IS Success Model (1992) and Kahneman’s
dual process cognition theory (2003). Among varied perspectives on Intuition, dual
process theory was chosen for this study as it represents the current dominant view (Gore
& Sadler-Smith, 2011) in Intuition research across disciplines. Applying Kahneman’s
System 1 (Intuition) or System 2 (reasoning) definition of dual process theory to IS
success suggests individual cognitive engagement within the context of specific situations
could aid in our understanding of IS Success. As indicated in earlier chapters, mixedmethod principles outlined in Critical Realism (Mingers et al., 2013; Wynn Jr &
Williams, 2012) were used in this research
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The situational phenomenon, in which the healthcare industry is facing tremendous
transformational change, stringent timelines, and software functionality requirements to
adopt EHR (Encinosa & Bae, 2013; HIMSS.org, 2014; Mardon, 2013; Tremblay et al.,
2010), makes the use of mixed-method research relevant for this study. The current
turmoil in the healthcare industry operating under crippling from regulatory and
legislative requirements, tight implementation timelines, and extensive operational
change undoubtedly influenced the low qualitative survey response rate.
Results from this research further illustrate the benefit of using the mixed-method
approach given the quantitative measurement challenges found in the low R2 for the
Intuition construct. Absent a mixed-method approach to qualitatively assess the impact
of Intuition on IS Success; this concept could be judged as having limited empirical
value. Adding both direct observation and open-ended follow-up survey questions
enhanced interpretation of this IS healthcare-oriented situational phenomenon against the
backdrop of established IS and Intuition-based theory. While the quantitative results of
this study did not support the posited relationships between Intuition and IS success, the
qualitative results provided additional insights as discussed in subsequent sections.
Managerial Implications
While the quantitative analysis of the Intuition construct in this research did not
support its hypothesized relationship as mediating certain IS user characteristics and IS
Success, the qualitative results reflect something quite different. Through observation
and open-ended questions it is posited that Intuition can be considered significant among
the user attributes contributing to IS success in the work environment. With 55% of the
Q1 survey respondents indicating support for the impact of human Intuition on IS
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success, continued efforts should attempt to harness this concept to drastically alter
training programs, decrease implementation timelines, and enhance end-user adoption.
Insuring the successful adoption and use of software and technology is a primary
concern for organizations implementing information systems. Continued empirical
research contributing to the successful operationalization of systems for the practitioner is
essential. A better understanding of how individuals cognitively respond to situations
can lead to more effective training methods, greater employee satisfaction, reduced time
and cost to implement IS, and greater overall IS success.
It is possible that certain roles are more aligned cognitively than others. The IS
Consultant role responses averaged 6.3 on a 10 point scale in the qualitative survey
results which suggests the nature of the varied initiatives and settings in which this role
performs work necessitates or contributes to a stronger degree of intuitive response to
situations and phenomenon.
Limitations and Future Research
This study hypothesized a previously untested set of constructs and antecedents in
a nomological net derived from recent and historical IS theory and Intuition-based theory.
The selection of the User Characteristics of technology experience, attitude toward
technology and self-efficacy as the independent variables in this model represented a best
effort at matching empirically-studied antecedents of IS success with the study of
Intuition at the individual level. Given the lack of significance for the quantitative results
for even the direct effects of technology experience and self-efficacy on IS Success, there
is room to question the validity of these constructs as they relate to the IS Success Model
in general.
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Of particular concern is the current measurement of the Intuition construct. While
there are a variety of tested scales aimed at this measurement, most of them are selfreport tools. They are extremely lengthy with multiple reverse coded and overlapping
questions making administration in empirical research challenging at best. Common
method bias is sometimes a limitation when using self-report tools (Podsakoff,
MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003) and that was found to be true in this research. The
Faith in Intuition (FI) scale (Alós-Ferrer & Hügelschäfer, 2012) chosen for use in this
research provides an example of the challenges listed above. In the current research, the
FI scale was reduced from its original length of 14 questions to three questions based on
insignificant loadings and collinearity issues exhibited by the original items in this scale.
The limitations of this study should be taken into consideration when interpreting
its results given the inherent Intuition construct measurement challenges documented in
empirical research (Hodgkinson & Langan-Fox, 2008). Akinci and Saldler-Smith (2012)
conclude their historical review of Intuition in management research with four
recommendations to guide future researchers. These recommendations are particularly
relevant for future research on Intuition in IS. An adaptation of their recommendations is
presented in Table 18.
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Table 18. Future Intuition Research
Description
1

Careful)Conceptual)
Framing

2

Greater)Cross.Discipline)
Collaboration)and)
Integration

3

Increased)
Methodological)Rigor)
and)Pluralism

4

Closer)Attention)to)
Levels)of)Analysis)Issues

Summary0Points
〈 Significant)scientific)and)non.empirical)research)body)leverage
〈 Make)careful)distinctions)between)related)and)possibly)similar)
constructs)when)measuring)intuition
〈 Ever)broadening)base)of)empirical)evidence)and)theoretical)
development
o Implicit)attitudes
o Implicit)learning
o Emotion)and)motivation
o Individual)differences)in)preferences)for)intuition
o Measuring)intuitive)and)rational)decision.making
o Frequency)estimation
o Fast)and)frugal)heuristics
o Different)types)of)intuition
o Utility)of)conscious)vs.)non.conscious)processing
〈 Avoid)continuing)needless)duplication)of)effort)when)parallel)
research)efforts)already)exist)across)disciplines
〈 Strive)for)greater)cross.discipline)cooperation
〈 Reduce)reliance)on)self.reported)measures
〈 Seek)alternative)epistemologies)to)study)intuition)with)examples)
such)as:
o Retrospective)accounts)of)events
o In.vivo)accounts
o Diary)methods
o Interview)techniques)combined)with)self.report)
instruments
o Neuro.imaging)techniques
〈 Individual)level)(almost)exclusively)studied)
〈 Collective)intuition)absent)from)intuition)research
〈 Intuition)as)a)multi.level)phenomenon

Note: Adapted from C. Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2012

While these authors provide a historical perspective on the theoretical and
empirical role of Intuition, their conclusions urge future researchers to broaden their
perspectives to the holistic treatment of Intuition. Determining the role and impact of
INTUITION in IS research is likely to be exploratory in nature for some time to come
just as it is in strategic decision-making (Elbanna et al., 2013); marketing (Zimmerman,
Redker, & Gibson, 2011); entrepreneurship (Mitchell, Friga, & Mitchell, 2005); and
management (Cinla Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2014).
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Greater understanding of IS Intuition as a cognitive process impacting IS success
has the potential to impact many areas of academic research and practitioner engagement.
Opportunities for future research and application are outlined in the following graphic.
Encompassed in the figure are target publication outlets and extensions of this work. Of
particular interest is the area of Neuro-based experimentation represented in the Akinci
and Saddler-Smith (2012) recommendations represented above and found in other
research such as that of the forthcoming study by Randolph and Burkhalter (n.d.)
providing guidance on the importance of understanding individual characteristics, such as
prior experiences, in the interpretation of neurophysiological experiments.

Figure 7. Future Research Opportunities for IS Intuition
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Concluding Remarks
This research proved inconclusive findings regarding the categorization of the
INTUITION construct as reflective or formative in the causal relationships between the
defined constructs (S. Petter et al., 2007) signaling the need for greater theoretical
grounding and empirical testing. The user characteristics derived from Petter et al.,
(2013) were mapped logically to the System 1 (intuition) and System 2 (reasoning) of
Kahneman (2003) to support the hypothesized model. However, alternative models such
as those suggested below should be considered as they may yield more promising results
in the quantitative evaluation and understanding of the role of Intuition in IS Success.
1. Review of alternative User Characteristics to include in the model
2. Direct effect of Intuition on the User Characteristics
3. Alternative measures of IS Success with Intuition
4. Intuition as the dependent construct
Future research on this topic would likely benefit from other measurement
methods as suggested by Akinci et al. (2012). Included in suggested methods are Neuroimaging, diary accounts, and in vivo accounts conducted alone or in concert with
interviews and other forms of qualitative analysis. Akinci et al. (2012) further suggest
experiments to show such causal mapping to elicit knowledge under time-pressured
decisions. Experimentation of this type (Maule & Hodgkinson, 2003) is particularly
intriguing for future expansion of the current research as it encompasses Kahneman’s
(2003) System 1 (intuition) and System 2 (reasoning) concepts which informed
theoretical basis for this research
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As suggested in the initial defense of this research proposal, the research question
itself – How does Intuition Impact IS success? is possibly putting the proverbial cart
before horse. Perhaps the more relevant questions at this stage of exploratory research
are:
1. How is Intuition defined in information systems research?
2. What is the best taxonomy to measure Intuition in IS research?
3. Is there a defined role for Intuition in IS research?
4. Do certain roles develop the use of Intuition more fully than others?
5. Does the context for the study of Intuition in IS success matter?
6. Does Intuition impact IS success?
Intuition remains a cloudy area in IS research given the contrast between the
current study results for the quantitative hypothesized model and the subsequent
qualitative coded responses. At this stage, it is prudent to take a step back to reflect on
question 6 above with experimentation and other methods as described in this section to
determine if human intuition does, in fact, impact IS success.
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Appendix A: Review of Intuition in Contemporary IS Research
1. AMCIS Conference Proceedings 2011- 2013 (chosen as representative of current IS
research).
2. Four Conference tracks related to IS use chosen for review.
a. Data collected and analyzed with Excel filters and ranking of terms.
b. 336 total articles searched.
c. 11 words identified as consistently appearing with Intuition or intuitiveness.
d. Top three words chosen for original model (familiarity, cognition, prior
experience).
e. Two additional words added when the data was further evaluated (knowledge
and perceptions).

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

Appendix B: A Lexicon Representative of Intuition
The following section provides additional information to facilitate further
understanding of each word as it relates to Intuition.
Tangible. Among the simplest intuitive interfaces are those that are tangible –
physical representations that can be grasped and touched. Commonly known as tangible
user interfaces (TUI), some of the most familiar examples are identified with the remote
control. The cognitive transition of a common (known, intuited) use of an object (i.e.
television remotes and garage door openers) to use in an unrelated area is demonstrated in
use of remotes in digital gaming products. Differing from graphical user interfaces
(GUI), TUIs integrate the control and the physical representation (Turner, 2008).
Familiarity. Frequently defined as synonymous with Intuition, Raskin (1994)
defines familiarity as having a thorough knowledge (or acquaintance) of something. He
further defines familiarity as being commonplace. Extending the remote control example
above, Blackler et al. (2007) suggest that familiar features are intuitively used more
frequently than unfamiliar features.
Metaphor. Intuition is challenging to share with others, hence the effectiveness of
using a metaphor or analogy (Crossan et al., 1999). Metaphors allow the translation of
one set of knowledge to another source. A common practitioner metaphor in the
healthcare
industry is the translation or description of the electronic patient record to the paper
patient chart – with references to the physical attributes of the paper chart – chart tabs,
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sections, order, priority of information placement in the chart. Hayes (2003) suggests
iterative knowledge gained over time increases our Intuition. He provides an example of
a rock that became an object to move other objects and through intuitive interactions
eventually made of other substances and used in other ways. This iterative processing
contributes to inherent knowledge, which, in turn, contributes to the unconscious and
spontaneous use of knowledge in other circumstances.
Analogy. Blackler et al (2007) introduced a technology familiarity score to
measure the frequency of depth of use of a product as a measure familiarity. Results
supported that the more complex a product, the more challenging it became to develop a
user interface that was intuitive. Consistently the Blackler et al. (2007) tests of physical
representations proved important in creating familiarity that allowed for metaphorical
translations. Analogies on the other hand assist individuals in identifying known
attributes of one source to explain another source. Analogies are not a direct
representation of the target source but rather a comparison of similarities or in-common
attributes. Both analogies and metaphors allow the mind to connect real world objects or
(Thompson, Higgins, & Howell, 1994)s with other objects (Turner, 2008).
Inference. An important concept in Intuition and intuitive interaction, inference is
the ability to draw correct conclusions from limited information. This process of
intuiting requires decisions or actions that draw on sources that are below perceptive
levels (Shirley & Langan-Fox, 1996). Perception is based on both knowledge and
sensory stimuli and allows inferences to be made.
Cognition. Linking the inputs of experience and images is suggested by
Crossman (1999) to be assistive in the creation of metaphors that promote individual
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learning. Interpreting the world around us through these experiences and images
(metaphors) becomes our cognitive map that enhances our Intuition. Cognition is the
process of using what we know from our personal expertise. Expertise is born of deep
knowledge of a subject. Tacit knowledge is best thought of as knowing how instead of
knowing what. It is generally gained without conscious effort. Frequently referenced as
expertise or expert knowledge, Intuition is attributed to high levels of achievement
(Turner, 2008). Domain knowledge is widely accepted as necessary to create deep levels
of expertise and cognition (Bacic & Appan, 2012).
Affordance. To say that something offers affordance is to say that it yields,
supplies, or provides support (Turner, 2008). In a recent study on affordances in
healthcare IS use, Sebastian et al. (2012) emphasize the relationships between objects
rather than identifying the objects themselves as affordances. In the study of Intuition,
affordances are described as either physical or perceived. Physical affordances are found
in everyday objects that allow action without thought – the simplest examples are found
in common place treatments such as door handles, on/off buttons, and light switches.
Perceived affordances are those interactions that require prior experience with similar
things (Lee, Choi, Marakas, & Singh, 2012). Affordances are identified by Blackler et al.
(2007) on a continuum as being equivalent to familiarity, with physical affordance being
equivalent to body reflectors.
Action-Perception Coupling. In Turner’s (2008) discussion in which intuitiveness
is represented as being both intuitiveness as familiarity and intuitiveness as embodiment,
action and perception become closely coupled. Early work of Merleau-Ponty first
described this interconnection of action and perception (1962). Building on the work of

	
  

	
  
Merleau-Ponty and the Intentional Arc, representing novice to expert skill, Dreyfus
(2013) provides extensive empirical support gained from current brain studies
substantiates the notion that iterative skill development advances expertise
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Appendix C: Representative Intuition Word Search AMCIS 2011 – 2013
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Appendix D: Guidance for Model Validation
Derived from Urbach & Ahlemann (Urbach & Ahlemann, 2010)
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Appendix E: Survey Questions
IS Intuition and its Impact on Information Systems Success
Model

Definitions:
1. EHR – “The Electronic Health Record (EHR) is a longitudinal electronic record
of patient health information generated by one or more encounters in any care
delivery setting. Included in this information are patient demographics, progress
notes, problems, medications, vital signs, past medical history, immunizations,
laboratory data, and radiology reports. The EHR automates and streamlines the
clinician's workflow. The EHR has the ability to generate a complete record of a
clinical patient encounter - as well as supporting other care-related activities
directly or indirectly via interface - including evidence-based decision support,
quality management, and outcomes reporting” (HIMSS.org, 2014).
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Survey Summary
General and Demographic Questions
Environmental Hostility & Uncertainty
Usefulness
Self-Efficacy
Attitude
Technology Experience
IS Intuition

11
10
17
17
08
06
36

Additional IS Success Measures for Future Use
Total
General and Demographic Survey Questions
1. Position Description
a. Executive
b. Manager
c. Non-Clinical Staff
d. Information Systems Staff
e. Physician
f. Nurse
g. Other Clinician
h. Academic Researchers
i. IS Consultant
j. Other
2. Area of Work
a. Type of Facility
i. Critical Access Hospital
ii. Community Hospital
iii. Private or Specialty Hospital
iv. Independent Physician Practice
v. Hospital Based Clinic
vi. Surgery Center
vii. Other
b. Hospital (size?)
i. 25 Beds and Less
ii. 26 – 200 Beds
iii. 201 – 600 Beds
iv. Greater than 600 Beds
c. Physician Practice (size?)
i. 1 – 10 Physicians
ii. 11 – 25 Physicians
iii. 26 – 100 Physicians
iv. Greater than 100 Physicians
3. Male / Female / Other
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4. Age
5. Formal Information Systems educational background?
a. Undergraduate Major
b. Undergraduate Minor
c. Graduate Major
d. Graduate Minor
e. Doctoral Focus
f. Vocational Certification
g. None
6. Did overall perception that the HER system would be intuitive to use when
demonstrated during the sales cycle influence your choice of EHR? Yes/No
7. Did the implementation of the certified EHR replace your paper-based patient
chart as the primary source of information? Yes/No/Don’t Know
8. On the average, I use the EHR (pick most accurate answer)
a. Not at all
b. Less than once a week
c. About once a week
d. 2 or 3 times a week
e. 4 to 6 times a week
f. About once a day
g. More than once a day
9. On average, I spend approximately
hours/week working with EHR.
10. This represents
% of my work.
11. Does your organization have a formal IS Change Management
committee/process in place to control changes to the implemented EH(AlósFerrer & Hügelschäfer, 2012)R? Yes/No/Don’t Know
Environmental Hostility & Uncertainty (Elbanna et al., 2013)
Definitions for this Section:
1. HITECH – Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
passed as part of the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (CMS.gov,
2014).
2. CEHRT – Certified Electronic Health Record Technology. Certification that is
required for all EHR software to achieve Meaningful Use under HITECH
(CMS.gov, 2014).
Environmental Uncertainty
1. Has your organization evaluated or purchased a CERHT certified electronic
health record (EHR) product in the past 36 months to meet HITECH government
regulations? Yes/No
2. Were you permitted to participate in the selection of the certified EHR? Yes/No
3. Do you feel the purchase of the EHR places your facility in financial jeopardy?
4. Would your organization have purchased an EHR at this time if not required by
law to do so
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Environmental Hostility
5. Is use of the EHR voluntary for physicians? Yes/No/Don’t Know
6. Is use of the EHR voluntary for nurses? Yes/No/Don’t Know
7. Has your organization successfully attested to ARRA HITECH Meaningful Use?
(Choose level and year attested)
a. Stage 1 Year 1
i. Indicate Year of Achievement
ii.
1. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
b. Stage 1 Year 2
i. Indicated Year of Attestation
1. 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
c. Stage 2
i. Indicate Year of Attestation
1. 2013, 2014
Please choose the appropriate response from the 7-point semantic differential scale
For my organization, the pressure to meet HITECH Meaningful Use Requirements has
been…
Very Stressful
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not Stressful
Very Threatening
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not Threatening
Dominant over other Strategies
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not Dominant
Usefulness (Davis et al., 1989; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Seddon & Kiew, 2007)
Please choose the appropriate number in the 7-point scale with 1 being Strongly
Disagree and 7 being Strongly Agree.
From Seddon & Kiew, 2007
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Using EHR in my job enables me to accomplish my tasks more quickly
Using EHR improves my job performance.
Using EHR in my job increases my productivity.
Using EHR enhances my effectiveness in my job.
Using EHR makes it easier to do my job.
Using the EHR I will be better organized in my job tasks.
Using the EHR I will spend less time on routine job tasks.
Using the EHR I will be less reliant on clerical support staff.
Overall, I find EHR useful to my job.

From Moore & Benbasat, 1991
10. I believe the EHR is cumbersome to use.
11. It is easy for me to remember how to perform tasks using the EHR.
12. Using the EHR requires a lot of mental effort.
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13. Using the EHR is often frustrating
14. My interaction with the EHR is clear.
15. I believe it is easy to get the EHR to do what I want it to do.
16. Learning to operate the EHR is easy for me.
17. Overall, I believe the EHR is easy to use.
Technology Experience ( D i s h a w & S t r o n g , 2 0 0 3 ; K i m , 2 0 0 9 )
1. How many total hours have you used the EHR (hours)
2. How frequently do you use the EHR? seldom (1) – often (7)
3. How much experience do you have with the EHR? slight (1) – extensive (7)
Please choose the appropriate number on the scale with 0 being Strongly Disagree and 7
being Strongly Agree
4. I have the knowledge necessary to use the system.
5. The EHR is easy to use with the prior technology knowledge I possess.
6. The EHR system is not compatible with other systems I use.
Attitude (Kim, 2009; Yang & Yoo, 2004)
Please choose the appropriate response from the 7-point semantic differential scale
Affective
Using EHR software makes me feel ______:
Annoyed | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | Happy
Negative | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | Positive
Bad
| ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ |Good
Cognitive
EHR software is a(n) ______ instrument in performing my tasks
Foolish
| ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | Wise
Harmful
| ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | Beneficial
Worthless
| ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | Valuable
Unpleasant
| ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | Pleasant
Worthless
| ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | ____ | Valuable
Self-Efficacy (D. R. Compeau & Higgins, 1995; Hsu et al., 2004)
Answer the following questions from the perspective that you have received limited
formal training (less than 4 hours) and that you have the ability to leverage prior
software experiences that may be directly (i.e. a different EHR) or indirectly related (i.e.
internet browsing) to the EHR
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From Compeau & Higgins, 1995
Software solutions often promise to ease work. Please consider each of the following
questions in the context of EHR software you could be asked to use and for which you are
not familiar. Please rate your confidence on a scale of 0 – 10 with 0 being Not
Confident at All and 10 being Totally Confident.
1. if there was no one around to tell me what to do as I go.
2. if I had never used an EHR like it before.
3. if I had only the EHR software manuals for reference.
4. if I had seen someone else using the EHR before trying it myself.
5. if I could call someone for help if I got stuck.
6. if someone else had helped me get started.
7. if I had a lot of time to complete the job for which the EHR software was
provided.
8. if I had just the built-in help facility for assistance.
9. if someone showed me how to do it first.
10. if I had used similar EHR software before this one to do the same job.
From Hsu, Chiu, & Ju, 2004
Please choose the appropriate number in the 7-point scale with 1 being Strongly
Disagree and 7 being Strongly Agree.
1. I feel confident navigating the EHR by following screen prompts.
2. I feel confident signing on to the EHR.
3. I feel confident going backward and forward to previously visited EHR pages
without being lost in the patient chart.
4. I feel confident looking for information by querying the EHR.
5. I feel confident inputting EHR patient data.
6. I feel confident reviewing EHR patient data.
7. I feel confident saving the information in the EHR.
IS Intuition
Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982)
Please choose the appropriate number on the scale with 0 being Extremely
Uncharacteristic of You and 10 being Extremely Characteristic of You.
1. I prefer complex to simple problems.
2. I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of
thinking.
3. Thinking is not my idea of fun.
4. I would rather do something that requires little thought than something that is sure
to challenge my thinking abilities?
5. I try to anticipate and avoid situations where there is a likely chance I will have to
think in-depth about something."
6. I find satisfaction in deliberating hard
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7. I find satisfaction in deliberating for long hours.
8. I only think as hard as I have to.
9. I prefer to think about small, daily projects rather than long-term ones?
10. I like tasks that require little thought once I've learned them?
11. The idea of relying on thought to make my way to the top appeals to me.
12. I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems.
13. I am excited about learning new ways to think.
14. I prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve.
15. The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me.
16. I prefer important tasks that are intellectually challenging
17. I prefer somewhat important tasks that don’t require much thought
18. I feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a task that required a lot of
mental effort?
19. It's enough for me that something gets the job done
20. I don't care how something works if it gets done?
21. I don’t care why something works if it gets done?
22. I usually end up deliberating about issues even when they do not affect me
personally.
Faith in Intuition Scale (Alós-Ferrer & Hügelschäfer, 2012)
The FI scale is one of the most widely used measures of individual differences in the
tendency to rely on intuitive information processing
Please choose the appropriate number on the scale with 0 being Extremely
Uncharacteristic of You and 10 being Extremely Characteristic of You.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

When I need to form an opinion about an issue, I completely rely on my Intuition.
For most decisions it is reasonable to rely on one’s hunches.
I am a very intuitive person.
When it comes to people, I can trust my first impressions.
I trust my initial feelings about people.
I believe in trusting my hunches.
The first idea I have is often the best one.
When it comes to trusting people, I usually rely on my gut feelings.
I can usually feel when a person is right or wrong even if I can’t explain how I
know.
10. My initial impressions of people are almost always right.
11. I am quick to form impressions about people.
12. When it comes to buying decisions, I often follow my gut feelings
13. I can typically sense right away when a person is lying.
14. I believe I can judge character pretty well from a person’s appearance.
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Additional IS Success Questions Being Captured for Future Research
Information Quality
Please choose the appropriate number in the 7-point scale with 1 being Never and 7
being Always.
1. To what extent do you think the output of the EHR is presented in a useful
format?
2. To what extent are you satisfied with the accuracy of the EHR?
3. To what extent is EHR information clear?
4. To what extent is the EHR accurate?
5. How often does the EHR provide sufficient information?
6. How often does the EHR provide up-to-date information?
7. How often do you get the information you need in time from the EHR?
8. How often does the EHR system provide reports that seem to be just about
exactly what you need?
9. How often does the EHR provide the precise information you need?
10. How often does the information content of the EHR meet your needs?
System Quality
Please choose the appropriate number in the 7-point scale with 1 being Strongly
Disagree and 7 being Strongly Agree.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The EHR is easy to use.
The EHR is user friendly.
Compared to other computer software, the EHR is easy to learn.
I find it easy to get the EHR to do what I want it to do.
It is easy for me to become skillful at using the EHR.
I believe that the EHR is cumbersome to use.
My use of the EHR requires a lot of mental effort.
Using the EHR is often frustrating for me.

System Importance
Presented to respondents as questions about their Involvement with EHR.
Please choose the appropriate response from the 7-point semantic differential scale
For me personally, in my job, the EHR is…
unimportant 1
2
3
irrelevant
1
2
3
trivial
1
2
3
non-essential 1
2
3
not needed
1
2
3
Overall Satisfaction

	
  

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7

important
relevant
fundamental
essential
needed
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Please choose the appropriate response from the 7-point semantic differential scale.
For your area of responsibility, how adequately do you feel EHR meets the
information processing needs?
inadequate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 adequate
For your area of responsibility, how efficient is EHR?
inefficient
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 efficient
For your area of responsibility how effective is EHR?
ineffective
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 effective
Overall, in your areas of responsibility, are you satisfied with the EHR?
dissatisifed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 satisfied
Open Ended Question for Case Study
How do you define Intuition in software and technology (Information systems)?

	
  

	
  
	
  

Appendix F: Glossary of Variables
TYPE CONSTRUCT INDICATORS
DV
Usefulness
EASE_4

SCALE
7-pt Agree - Dis

DV

Usefulness

EASE_6

7-pt Agree - Dis

DV

Usefulness

EASE_8

7-pt Agree - Disagree

DV

Usefulness

USE_1

7-pt Agree - Disagree

DV

Usefulness

USE_5

7-pt Agree - Disagree

DV

Usefulness

USE_6

7-pt Agree - Disagree

DV
DV
IV

Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Attitude

SAT_1
SAT_4
FEEL_1

7-pt differential
7-pt differential
7-pt differential

IV

Attitude

TOOL_1

7-pt differential

IV

Attitude

TOOL_2

7-pt differential

IV

Attitude

IV

Self-Efficacy

IV

Self-Efficacy

IV

Self-Efficacy

IV

Self-Efficacy

IV

Self-Efficacy

IV

Self-Efficacy

IV

MED

Technology
Experience
Technology
Experience
Intuition

MED

Intuition

MED

Intuition

IV

Survey Questions
Ease of Use of EHR in your work-Using the EHR
is often frustrating
Ease of Use of EHR in your work-I believe it is
easy to get the EHR to do what I want it to do
Ease of Use of EHR in your work-Overall, I
believe the EHR is easy to use
Usefulness of EHR to Your Work-enables me to
accomplish my tasks more quickly
Usefulness of EHR to Your Work-enables me to
be better organized in my job tasks
Usefulness of EHR to Your Work-allows me to
spend less time on routine job tasks
EHR Satisfaction-Inadequate:Adequate
EHR Satisfaction-Dissatisfied:Satisfied
Using EHR software makes me feelAnnoyed:Happy
EHR as instrument to perform tasks-Foolish:Wise

EHR as instrument to perform tasksHarmful:Beneficial
TOOL_4
7-pt differential
EHR as instrument to perform tasksUnpleasant:Pleasant
CON_1
10-pt Not - Totally
Confidence-I feel confident signing on to the
EHR
CON_5
10-pt Not - Totally
Confidence-I feel confident inputting EHR
patient data
EASIER_1
7-pt Agree - Disagree
Software solution makes work easier-If there was
no one around to tell me what to do as I go
EASIER_2
7-pt Agree - Disagree
Software solution makes work easier-If I had
never used an EHR like it before
EASIER_3
7-pt Agree - Disagree
Software solution makes work easier-If I had
only the EHR software manuals for reference
EASIER_4
7-pt Agree - Disagree
Software solution makes work easier-If I had
seen someone else using the EHR before trying it
myself
FREQUENCY_A Free Text
Please indicate your frequency of use with an
EHR.-How frequently do you use an EHR?
HOURS_A
Free Text
Please indicate approximate hours weekly that
you work in the EHR.
INTUIT2_1
10-pt -Char - Non
FI-When I need to form an opinion about an
issue, I completely rely on my intuition
INTUIT2_2
10-pt -Characteristic - Non
FI-For
Characteristic
most decisions it is reasonable to rely on
ones hunches
INTUIT2_3
10-pt -Characteristic - Non
FI-I
Characteristic
am not a very intuitive person
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SOURCE
Moore & Benbasat, 1994
Moore & Benbasat, 1996
Moore & Benbasat, 1998
Seddon & Kiew 2007
Seddon & Kiew, 2007
Seddon & Kiew, 2007
Seddon & Kiew, 2007
Seddon & Kiew, 2007
Kim, 2009
Yang & Yoo, 2004
Yang & Yoo, 2005
Yang & Yoo, 2007
Hsu, Chiu, & Ju, 2004
Hsu, Chiu, & Ju, 2004
Compeau & Higgins,
1995
Compeau & Higgins,
1995
Compeau & Higgins,
1995
Compeau & Higgins,
1995
Demographic
Demographic
Cacioppo & Petty, 1984
Cacioppo & Petty, 1984
Cacioppo & Petty, 1984

	
  
	
  

Appendix G: SmartPLS Model with Results
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Appendix H: Inter-Relater Reliability Testing Process
Step 1
First Order
Concepts

•
•
•
•

Step 2
Broader
Categories

Step 3
Inter-Rater
Reliability
Check

•
•
•

•

•

•
Step 4
Iteration

•
•

Review each submission in Excel Spreadsheet
st
Add columns to initial data spreadsheet to capture 1
order concepts readily apparent in the data
Identify key phrases, thoughts and words as expressed
by the informant
Avoided interpretation of informant’s response at this
stage
41 first order concepts emerged at this stage
Establish the coding dictionary
st
Categorize 1 order concepts from step 1 into broader
concepts
o Include negative and positive attributes of same
or similar concepts
o This sorting methodology resulted in assignment
of broader categories such as Use of Intuition to
represent both negative comments and positive
perspectives on Use
Inter Rater Reliability testing was conducted although
there is mixed support for such tests in grounded theory
research (Gioia et al., 2012)
A clinical IS consultant with no participation in this study
was chosen to review the coding results for the first two
coded responses with instructions as follows:
o Read each statement or word in the 1st order
concepts, circling the category (3 choices
provided) that you feel best describes the concept
The reviewer aligned closely with the established first
order coding with no changes to the process being
required
st
Continued coding process to complete all 1 order
entries
nd
Continued to code entries into 2 order aggregate
categories
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Appendix I: Intuition Qualitative Question 1 Code Map

	
  

Respondent

Second Order
Ranking

Aggregate
Dimensions

1
1
1
2
6
7
8
8
9
9
10
11
11
12
2
4
4
5
5
5
5
7
9
10
10
10
12
13
5
5
9
10
4
9
13
13
2
3
3
11
11

Facilitates
Understandable
User/Interface
Intuitive
Ease/of/use
Enabling/
Software/Anticipate
Goal/of/User
Ease
Logical/Step
Presentation
Intuitive/Systems
Instinctively/Support
System/Design
Familiar/(2)
Anticipate
Predict/Events
Sixth/Sense
Predict
Navigate
Without/Reasoning
Innate
Like/Applications
Effectively/Use
Not/Expert
Similar
Anticipates
Understand/How
Gut/Reaction
Experience
Past/Experience
Prior/Experience/
Previous/Experience
Logical/Process
Can/Figure/it/Out
Past/Experience
Instinctive
Easy
Understand
Data/Assimilation
DecisionUMaking

HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition
Intuition/
Intuition/Reasoning
Intuition/Reasoning
Intuition/Reasoning
Intuition/Reasoning
Intuition/Reasoning
Intuition/Reasoning
Intuition/Reasoning
Perception
Perception
Perception
Reasoning
Reasoning
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% by
Aggregate
Dimension

0.33

0.38

0.17

0.07
0.05

	
  

Appendix J: Quantitative Results from Qualitative Portion of Study
Summary Findings
The following questions address your use of intuition in specific work situations:
When I need to form an
RESPONDENT opinion about an issue, I
No.
completely rely on my
intuition. 10pt Likert
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
AVE

5
4
4
4
9
5
7
6
6
5
6
6
2
5
5.3

For most decisions it is
reasonable to rely on
ones hunches. 10pt
Likert

I am a very
intuitive person.
10pt Likert

5
5
3
3
7
6
6
8
3
6
3
5
3
2
4.6

9
10
8
5
9
7
9
7
8
8
7
8
8
9
8

Average Response to All 3 Questions by Age Group

Average Response to All 3 Questions by Role

Total Responses below the Midline for the Respective Age and Role Category
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Average
Choose the answer
Age of person
of Three
that best describes
completing this
Intuition
your current
survey
Questions
position
6
6
5
4
8
6
7
7
6
6
5
6
4
5
6

46
47
57
50
57
51
54
64
52
44
32
59
38
50
46.5

IS Consultant
Manager
Manager
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive
IS Consultant
Executive
IS Consultant
IS Consultant
Executive
Manager
Nurse

30- 40

41 - 49

50+

4.8

6.3

6.1

Manager

IS Consultant

Executive

5.3

6.3

6.3

3

5

None

